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Pathologist cause of delay in skull ID
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer

positive identification of the skull
Sept. 10 as that of 20-year-old
Roger Jones of Hazel who was
While authorities were under
first
reported missing May 28.
in
found
skull
the impression a
Chief Medical Examiner Dr.
Calloway County was being idenGeorge Nichols said he was not
tified by doctors at the University
aware that the skull had not been
of Tennessee at Knoxville, it was
sent to Tennessee.
actually still in Madisonville.
"I have no idea why he
Dr. Mark LeVaughn, a pathologist with the Kentucky Medical (LeVaughn) didn't do what we
decided to do in August," said
Examiner's office. told Deputy
Nichols. "We decided then to
Stan Scott in mid-August he was
send
it to Knoxville."
sending the skull to Knoxville.,
The state medical examiner's
Scott sent the skull to the West
Kentucky Regional Forensics office, according to Kentucky
Center in Madisonville July 14. statutes, is respcinsibile for assistLeVaughn was in possession of ing county coroners and- consultthe skull for more than one ing with law enforcement offi,month before he determined- an cials and prosecuting attorneys.
Assisting county coroners
identification 'could not be made.
includes performing autopsies
Tennessee officials made a

and identifying remains, Nichols
said.
Nichols' job is to oversee each
of Kentucky's seven regional
medical examiners.
"I oversee all the medical examiners, which is why I instructed
Dr. LeVaughn to send the skull
to Knoxville," Nichols said.
However, LeVaughn did not
send the skull and never told
Scott or anyone else that he had
not done so.
LeVaughn was out of town and
could not be reached for comment Tuesday morning.
Squirrel hunters discovered
skeletal remains Sept. 6 in TVA's
Land Between The Lakes. Upon
further investigation, Jones' driver's license was found near the

body.
When Scott was notified of the
discovery, he contacted
LeVaughn and learned that
LeVaughn had never sent the
skull to Knoxville.
"We thought the skull was in
Knoxville the whole time after
LeVaughn said he sent it," he
said Monday afternoon.
LeVaughn told Scott he would
bring the skull to the crime scene
the next day, Sept. 7.
"We waited and v.aited, but he
did not show up," Scott said.
Scott was later informed that
LeVaughn had called and decided
not to come to the crime scene.
The next day, Sept. 8,
LeVaughn was not in his office
and could not be reached. Scott

said.
On Sept. 9, however,-Scott was
able to contact the doctor and
made arrangements to pick up the
skull himself.
"I went and got the skull
Thursday and took it to Knoxville
Friday morning," Scott said.
Less than four hours after the
forensic lab at the University of
Tennessee at Knoxville was in
possession of the skull, a positive
identification was made that verified the remains were those of
Jones.

Dr. Murray Marks, with UT's
forensic anthropology department, said the identification of
the skull was made by comparing
frontal and side view x-rays of
Jones' skull.
Marks said his lab made the
identification by duplicating the
exact angles of the skull with the
x-rays.
According to Marks, the bones
of the skull are not solid and the
sinus sacs are unique on each

"Sinus patterns are as unique
When the skull was first dis- as fingerprints. Once we matched
covered, authorities provided
the patterns there was no doubt
LeVaughn and subsequently UT this was Jones," Marks said.
doctors with Jones' medical and
dental records.
• See Page 2

Regents interview consultant
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
The Murray State University
board of regents is interviewing
consultants to aid in the search
for the next president of the
university.
The board, excluding regent
Arlivia Gamble who was unable
to attend, interviewed the first
consultant while in Louisville
Sept. 12-13 for Gov. Brereton
Jones' two-day conference on
higher education trusteeship.
Tom Watkins, who is originally from Kentucky, is employed
by Lamalic Amrop International-,
a Dallas-based company that conducts searches primarily for presidents and vice presidents.
The company has done about

15 searches, including two for the about hiring a consultant and
received a favorable opinion.
University of Kentucky.
The regents voted Aug. 28 not
"We will probably interview a
to renew the contract of President
few more," said regent Sid
Easley. "There are others who we Ronald J. Kurth, which will
have contacted or who have con- expire July, 1994.
A search committee was
tacted us."
appointed consisting of board
He said consultants are useful
members Easley, Wells I ovett,
in securing a candidate pool and
Beverly Ford, student regent
checking references.
"The consultant always leaves Brian Vanflorn and faculty
the ultimate decision to the board regent Frank Julian. Board chairand the search committee," man James Butts will serve as an
Easley said.
ex-officio member.
He was unable to provide the
The committee will seek input
amount the consultant would from different groups of people
charge because "1 assume these as presidential selection criteria is
arc competitive situations."
developed.
Easley said he stx)ke with the
The committee met with faculchairman of the search committee
for Morehead State University • See Page 2

Propelling Peace
AMY WILSOktedger & Times Photo
More than 100 local educators attended the fall "KERA Sharing" meeting Monday night at Marshall County
High School. Representatives from both the city and the county school districts made presentations.

KERA Rally
Boysen meets with area teachers
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
After hearing several teachers
sing the praises of the Kentucky
Education Reform Act, Commissioner Thomas Boysen kicked off
the fall regional meeting with his
thoughts about school reform.
More than ItIO regional educators attended the meeting at Marshall County High School Monday night, several to give presentations about the various ways
KERA has changed their
classrooms.
"This reform is about change,"
Boysen said. "We have to have
the determination and the resources to cause the changes to take
place. This is an effort to set the
stage for brilliance and goodwill

Representatives from North
in the Jackson Purchase."
Elementary School, Calloway
Boysen said the reason for the
Middle School and the Murray
conferences is so the people from
Independent School District prethe schools can make the presensented success showcases about
tations instead of state departthe volunteer program, Jackson
ment officials.
Purchase Project, technology in
"We in education want to be
action and establishment and sucand are accountable for what we
produce," he said. "The full
cessful operation of a schoolimpact of KERA won't be felt
based decision -making council.
until the year 2000. This is like
Participants could attend any
the tortoise and the hare. Who's
of the sessions, obtain informagoing to be in it for the long run?
tional handouts and ask questions
"The state is trying to get out about the project.
of the business of regulating
Calloway County Superintenminutes of instruction..."
dent Dr. Jack Rose said the sharAbout 20 presentations from
ing of ideas is beneficial.
local school districts were sche"The variety is good," he said.
duled concurrently during the "This could easily turn into an
meeting. They were repeated during a second, session.
• See Page 2

Israel-Jordan agreement is next
By BARRY SCHWEID
AP Diplomatic Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
breakthrough Israel-PLO accord
spawned new hope for peace
today as Israel and Jordan prepared to initial a negotiating
framework that carried forward
the promise of a broader settlement in the Middle East.
Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak
Rabin was in Morocco where
King Hassan 11 was expected to
announce establishment of diplomatic relations between their two
countries — only the second
Arab nation to do so.
"We want to move this process forward on all fronts,"
Assistant Secretary of State
Edward Djerejian said today.
The product of 22 months of
painstaking diplomacy, the
Jordan-Israel agreement could
lead to settlement of the border
between the two countries and
launch joint efforts to harness
water resources and protect the
environment.
Dierejian told NBC Jordanians
and Israelis "have been waiting

for the Palestinian track to move
forward so that they could come
to this point where they could
finalize it."
That moment came Monday
with President Clinton looking on
and expressing prayerful hope
that it would move the entire region toward peace.
Elyakim Rubinstein, the chief
Israeli negotiator who stayed
home because he questions the
accord with the Palestine Liberation Organization, flew here to
sign the agreement with Jordan.
Crown Prince Hassan of Jordan
told NBC, meanwhile, "We envision a comprehensive peace" and
lasting security guarantees, He
also said Jordan hopes to acquire
land in an eventual treaty with
Israel.

Arafat told CBS "because we
have already made the real
breakthrough." Asked what he
was thinking during the White
House ceremony, Arafat said. "I
was thinking of the pain and the
tragedy of my people and th.it
this is the end of the tragi-d '
The Palestinians are looking
for political and financial support
as they prepare for an experiment
in self-rule and coexistence with
Israel.

The State Department signing
today coincides with congressional lobbying by Yasser Arafat. The
PLO chairman stayed here for
one more day to talk to senators
and make a speech at the National Press Club before heading for
the United Nations in New York.
"It is a historical moment,"

Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak
Rabin hurried home on an Israeli
air force plane Monday night to
prepare for the Jewish High Holy
Days. He left behind assurances
to Israel's supporters that Palestinian self-rule would pose no danger to the 5,000 settlers who will
remain in Gaza.

According to U.S. officials,
however, hundreds of millions of
dollars already have been pledged
abroad and the main problem for
the Clinton administration, which
is organizing the fund-raising, is
to help decide how it should be
spent.

Clinton opens campaign for NAFTA agreements
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Flanked by three predecessors,
President Clinton today signed
two side deals to a three-nation
free trade agreement and opened
a high-profile fall campaign to
promote the maligned accord.
"We all recognize the impor-

tant stakes for our nation in this
issue," Clinton said at a ceremony marking his signing of crucial side deals to the North
American Free Trade Agreement
with the United States, Canada
and Mexico. Former presidents
George Bush, Jimmy Carter and

MEETINGS
• Calloway County School Board
will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the superintendent's office.
•MAI Presidential Search Committee will meet Wednesday at 5 p.m. with
students and 6 'p.771 with deans, vice
presidents and chairs in the Barkley
Room on the Third floor of the Curris
C4111t4I.

Gerald Ford enthusiastically
joined the pomp and ceremony.
The pact would create the
world's largest free trade zone,
stretching from the Yukon to the
Yucatan, linking the three nations
into an economic unit of 360 million consumers.

FORUM
II Nike Royko comments on the uselessness of the furor about gun control,
emphasizing that powerful *adios continue to duck the Issue.

Page 4

The main trade agreement
would eliminate tariffs and other
barriers to the movement of
goods, services .and investment
among the three nations over a
15-year period. Congress must
approve the agreement but the
White Htiuse, hoping to build

SPORTS
• Cleveland picked off three Steve
Young passes en route to a key 23-13
win over San Francisco Monday night.
• • • •
• Jerry Jones is slatting to feel the
heat as Dallas Cowboy running back
Emmitt Smith remains unsigned.

Page 8

support for the troubled pact over
time, will not submit the necessary legislation until later this
fall.
'It's a good deal and we ought
to take it," Clinton said.
Clinton said Americans who
find themselves working harder

for less "are vulnerable to fear
tactics behind much of the opposition to NAFTA."
Bush, who spearheaded the
main accord, praised Clinton's
speech and said, "Now I understand why he's inside looking out
and I'm outside looking in."
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" MSU's l&T auditorium to be named after Freed Curd
„,

sx,

s•

•

•

Murray State University will dedicate the Freed M. Curd Auditorium in the Martha Layne Collins
Center for Industry and Technology
on Saturday. Sept. 18 at 3 p.m. in
honor of the Murray legislator.
This ceremony recognizes Rep.
Freed Curd's many years of dedicated service to the people of West
Kentucky as a state representative.

educator and community leader,"
according to Murray State President
Ronald Kurth.
"Freed Curd has worked long and
hard to improve the quality of life
and our educational system in Kentucky," said Greg Higdon,Kentucky's Deputy Cabinet Secretary. "This
great tribute by Murray State University is well-deserved."

WAR
K1 Si

Rep. Freed Curd
A 1951 graduate of Hazel High
School. he married Millie Jones of
Calloway County on June 15, 1957.
They have three children, Tamra
Lynn Curd, Karen Denise Curd
Steele and Stacey Lee Curd
McCuiston and five grandchildren.

Heavy Duty
Flowing Heat Dryer

"Better safe than sorry" is not
just a cliche to Murray's Red
Cross director Peggy Billington.
She is busy working on a table
top drill that is scheduled for
Sept. 20. The scenario is being
written by Jeff Steen, Murray
State University's hazardous
materials coordinator.
"With all the disasters, with
everything that has happened
around us, I feel the community
needs to be prepared," Billington
said.
•
aligiow

Model
#DET-100K

A number of local companies
are already involved in the program. Billington said other industries who may not be aware of
the disaster preparedness program
can get information by calling her
office at the Red Cross.
"Personally, I'd like to encourage everyone who is interesked to
come to the meeting," she said.
A full-scale drill, complete
with volunteer victims and largescale disaster scenarios, was successfully completed last spring.
This drill will not be so massive,
Billington said.

•Regents... •Boysen...
FROM PAGE 1
ty Sept. 7 and will meet with students at 5 p.m., Sept. 15 in the
Barkley Room of the Curris Center, followed by a meeting with
vice presidents, deans and chairmen at 6 p.m.
The committee will meet with
Staff Congress and other interested staff at 5 p.m., Sept. 21 in
the Mississippi Room of the Curris Center, followed by a 7 p.m.
meeting with the MSU Foundation, alumni and the general
public.

Only $278
'Regular Timed Dry Cycle
•Time-Saving Wrinkle Prevention Cool Down
Completes Each Cycle
'Durable Perma Tub

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
CASH & CARRY
Court Square - Murray
753-1713

Randy Baker Has Shown
Excellence in Service & Performance
1993
Randy Baker, installer/technician for Murray Cablevision,
recently received the 'ESP" award.
"The award is given each quarter recognizing the employee
displaying excellence in service and performance to our
customers," stated Burnette Ferguson, system manager.
Baker, a 1985 graduate of Calloway County High School is
starting his ninth year with Murray Cablevision. As an "ESP"
winner for the second quarter, Baker received a gift certificate, a
gift from the headquarters office and a personalized plaque.
Selection of the "ESP" award is made by fellow employees
and management of the Murray office. Baker is originally from
Murray and is married to the former Beth Salin and they have one
daughter, Tara.

FROM PAGE 1
all-day event."
Ronnie Walker, principal of
North Elementary School, spoke
about the success of the schoolbased council, emphasizing the
importance of having a good relationship with the school board.
"We have an open dialogue
with our board and superintendent," Walker said. "It hasn't
been easy and we still have scars,
but 1 think we have a very strong
relationship."
Walker said the council, which
is entering its third year, has not
been afraid to go to board meetings and ask for things.

Curd has consistently supported
higher education and has been an
unflagging advocate for Murray
State University," said Rep. Jody
Richards, chairman of the Majonty
Caucus. "He is known as a legislator who is dedicated to securing
improved funding for Murray State.
as well as enhancing the program at
Kentucky's institutions of higher
education." the Bowling Green legislator said.
Serving on the special Commiuce
on Finance. Curd helped to develop
legislation for the Kentucky Education Reform Act in the 1990 session.
He also promoted the 27-year
retirement option for professional
school personnel.
The public is invited to the
dedication ceremony. Following
the 3 p.m. ceremony, tours of the
Collins Center will be available and
refreshments served.

FROM PAGE 1
He said dental records were
used to corroborate their findings.

nessee, he did not make an
identification.
"I don't know why he couldn't
—do 11," Nichols said,
Scott said he did not know why

Randy Baker
Installer/Technician

MURRAY CABLEVISION
MURRAY, KY

753-5005

Instead, participants will informally meet and be given either an
oral or written disaster scenario.
"They will sit down and talk
about what they are going to do
and how they are going to handle
it," Billington said. "My job is to
coordinate everything and work
with all the emergency services."
During the table top drill, participants will be asked a number
of questions on how they would
respond to an event. Billington
said these types of drills are crucial in keeping any community
prepared for all types of disas-

"When we first started, we
decided that we would begin
organizing the council. very slowly," he said. "Then we took on
more responsibility as we became
more comfortable."
The 14 regional meetings have
been scheduled to give participants a variety of opportunities,
including:
*To receive the latest information about KERA.
'To gain hands-on experience
with some of the best practices in
the region.
*To learn as team members.
'To get answers to KERA
questions and to present rccom-

ters. Meetings such as these are a
way for emergency personnel to
get to know one another better.
"People don't think about disasters till they happen," she said.
Not only is disaster preparedness important to Murray and
Calloway County, but it will be
essential to the Jackson Purchase
Area.
Billington said Calloway
County has been designated as a
response center in the event of an
earthquake.
"There is a lot to be done in
the area of planning," she said.

mendations and suggestions.
*To experience the technology
classroom of the near future.
'To become aware of resources
available for communicating success stories to state and local
audiences.
'To receive take-home information about all showcase share
sessions.
'To receive department of education program reviews and
materials designed to support policy development.
'To receive professional development credit for leadership
hours and board member credit
hours.

II Pathologist...
Even though LeVaughn had the
same information and records on
the skull as the doctors in Ten-

We're Here To Serve You!

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

1986; however, he proceeded to
contribute his services to the Calloway County area as the coordinator
of a federal education grant program and JTPA programs for the
• Calloway County school system.
With a hope to contribute even
more to the people of the Commonwealth, Curd was elected to the
Kentucky House of Representatives
in 1979 where he has continued to
serve since 1980. He has served on
the Elections and Constitutional
Amendments Committee, Transportation Committee and Appropriations and Revenue Commiuee.
As a member of the House Education Committee, Curd was elected
chairman this year.
Throughout his legislative career,
he has always assisted the Murray
and Calloway County school systems, in addition to fully supporting
state scholarship funding for Kentucky's university students. "Rep.

Red Cross plans disaster preparedness discussions
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer

\

Curd entered Murray State in
1951. His college career was
interrupted by a five-year stint in the
U.S. Air Force. Upon receiving an
honorable discharge in 1957, he
returned to Murray State where he
majored in physical education and
history. He received a bachelor's
degree in 1959 and a master's degree
in 1961.
For the next several years, Curd
taught in school systems in Illinois
and Kentucky. After teaching for
.five years at Lynn Grove High
School, Curd served as principal
from 1969 until 1974. His service
as a teacher continued upon the
consolidation of the Calloway
County School System in 1974,
teaching history, government,
homebound student and drivers'
education at Calloway County High
School. Named the outstanding
teacher in Calloway County in
1978, Curd retired from teaching in

LeVaughn had kept the skull
without telling anyone.
"One of the problems we kept
having throughout this case is
that he (LeVaughn) is unreachable. He is either out of the office
or unable to come to the phone.
"It has been like that from the
beginning," Scott said.
Since Jones' disappearance,
local, state and federal officials
have been involved in the case.

Residents across the county
helped in searches for Jones.
Missing posters were printed
and hung up across west Kentucky and surrounding states.
Crimestoppers of Murray and
Calloway County is offering a
53,000 cash reward for information that leads to the arrest and
conviction of the person or persons involved in Jones' murder.
An investigation is L'ontinuing.

Shevardnadze tries to resign from duties
TBILISI, Georgia (AP) —
Eduard Shevardnadze angrily
declared today that he was quitting as Georgia's.- leader after
lawmakers waffled on his request
for a state of emergency in the
troubled Caucasus nation.
But the parliament refused to

elocating
R

accept his resignation, leaving
Georgia with no clear leader at a
time when it faces two separatist
movements and an insurgency led
by former .President Zviad
Gamsakhurdia.
Shevardnadze, 65, who
returned to lead his native land
last year after Gamsakhurdia was
ousted, has often threatened to

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
VE.11101a1 It

ADAY SAT I.0 U 71,111XV
SMTI AT LBW

Mehdi Ahmadi, M.D.
Murray Oncology Associates
announces the opening
of his practice in

Medical Oncology

resign in the past to force lawmakers into accepting his
policies.
During today's heated debate,
Shevaradnadze erupted in ,anger
at legislators who questioned his
request for emergency powers to
crack down on Gamsakhurdia's
followers, who control parts of
western 'Georgia.
After rejecting the resignation,
the parliament took up the question of imposing the state of
emergency as Shevardnadze had
demanded.
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Rabin, Peres fly to Morocco
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RABAT, Morocco (AP) —
Peacernalong with the PLO produced its first breakthrough today
for Israel as Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin flew to Morocco,
where King Hassan 11 was
expected to announce the establishment of diplomatic relations
with the Jewish State.

)develop
Educasession
27-year
ifessional

Rabin, accompanied by Israeli
Foreign Minister Shimon Peres,
arrived aboard a plane from
Washington, where he shook
hands with PLO chief Yasser
Arafat on Monday to seal a historic peace . agreement with the
Palestinians.

to the
°flowing
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table and

Rabin was met at Rabat's airport by Moroccan Prime Minister
Karim Lamrani, Foreign Minister
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Abdellatif Filali and other
Cabinet officiab.
Security was extremely tight
The airport sealed off from all
traffic.
In Israel, Police Minister
Moshe Shahal said he expected
other Arab nations to follow
Morocco's lead, and officials said
relations with Tunisia were near.
Jordan and Israel were to sign a
treaty framework in Washington
today.

with the Arab world and with
those countries who had declared
solidarity with the Palestinians as
a pretext for not recognizing
Israel," Foreign Ministry spokesman Rafi Gamzou said.

zou told The Associated PtesS.
Israel radio reported that the
two leaders were expected to
announce the estalaltshinent of
ties later today. Gamzou refused
comment on the report.
The radio said the two leaders
were to meet at the airport VIP
lounge in the Moroccan capital.
Morocco would he only the
second Arab country after Egypt
to openly recei‘e an Israeli prime
minister. Israel also has strong
people ties with Morocco. Some
500,000 Israelis are of Moroccan
background, making it the second
largest group in the Jewish state.
Shahal said other Arab countries -have expressed interest in
establishing ties v. oh Israel now
that it ,is moving toward reLoricillawn with the Palestinians.

Expanding ties with the Arab
world — which has boycotted
Israel and sought to isolate the
Jewish state — would give Rabin
a quick boost at home where his
ruling coalition is shaky and
skepticism is still widespread
about making deals with the
PLO.

The snowball effect appeared
to extend beyond the Arab world. Israel Radio reported that ZimGamzou said Rabin was to stay
babwe has announced plans to in Morocco for six hours for
form ties with the Jewish state.
meetings with Hassan. "They
"We are on the threshold of a
will be talking about relations
beautiful chapter of normalization
between both countries," Gam-

Space telescope gathering data on clouds
SPACE CENTER, Houston
(AP) — A floating telescope
— trailing space shuttle Discovery
began a week of collecting data
on interstellar clouds today.
The five astronauts, meanwhile, turned their attention to
making movies of the heavens,
conducting secondary experiments and inspecting damage
_from a minor mishap during a
satellite release two days ago.
Astronaut Daniel Bursch used
the shuttle's 50-foot robot arm
and its attached camera to survey
a metal clamp loosened during
the delivery of a communications
satellite and its attached rocket

booster.
The rocket, used later to lift
the 5363 million satellite toward
a 22,300-mile orbit, was dispatched from Discovery's cargo
bay by a network of small explosive charges that allowed springs
to nudge it free.
NASA spokeswoman Pam
Alloway said project managers
suspect a backup system of
charges also detonated at the
same time, loosening the clamp
and sending some debris floating
out with the satellite.
The satellite's operation was
not affected and there were no
plans to alter the mission, Allow-

ay said.
NASA's Kyle Herring said the
inspection was precautionary.
"At this point it doesn't appear
there is any other damage associated with that loose ring," Herring said.
Mission Control awoke the
crew with "Changes in Attitudes,
Changes in Latitudes" by Jimmy
Buffeu, Bursch's favorite rock
singer. "Buffett in the morning is
good," Burtch said, later adding
a hearty, "Rock 'n' roll!"
The crew accomplished two
major goals of the 10-day mission when they released the communications satellite hours after

Sunday's launch and ejected a
31/2 -ton, equipment-laden pallet
into space on Monday.
An ultraviolet telescope and
spectrograph on the pallet began
focusing today on cold interstellar clouds that might be breeding
new stars. The equipment also
focused on the scorching atmospheres of stars.

Sept. 10
.Ugly Duckling Rent-A-Car reported that a vehicle rented
Aug. 26 had not been returned
•Sears of Murray reported that between 7 30 p m Sept
arid 8 a.m. Sept. 10, someone stole a 1991 Chevrolet pick,,r
truck from its lot
•Dennis Scarbrough, 37, Rt 5 Murray, was arrested
charged with disorderly conduct
'Eric Imus, 18. RI 5 Murray. was arrested ano charq
with alcohol intoxication and disorderly
Sept. 11
.Henry Lee Beach, Nash Drive, was arrested and charge,t
with first-degree criminal trespass following a Second call tJ
ool,ce to have Beach removed from another apartment Cs'
Nash Drive.
•Tim Garland. North Fourth Street, reported someone took
a Murray riding lawn mower from his back porch

Accused of spending too little
time on NAFTA, the president
planned to follow up today's
event with a visit to New Orleans
on Wednesday to promote the
pact. His Cabinet will be dispatched across the country to sing
its praises.
Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen on Monday rejected suggestions that the administration was
holding back its lobbying effort
because of strong opposition
from labor and environmental
groups who had heavily backed
Clinton's presidential campaign.
"Traditionally, you have more
opposition as you start until you
get a chance to explain the benefits," Bentsen said. "We will
win it."
Carter and Bush were spending
the night at the White House after
watching the consummation of a

EXERCISE

on N
Job, Save Our Country,“ claims 5.9 million American workers will he put in Jeopardy by the agreement
Opponents say the pact v,ould
make it easier for I S t ompanies
to move their factories to Mevi,,,
where labor is cheaper and ens ir
enmental standards less stringent
The White House argues that
the side agreements aldres\ those
concerns.'
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treaty between Israel and the
Palestine Liberation Organization. Ford came for dinner. All
three ex-presidents were scheduled to make remarks today.
The extra muscle will be
needed. Opponents of the accord
got a head start while Clinton
concentrated on the budget and
streamlining the government.
"NAFTA is bad for the working people." Candice Johnson of
the AFL-CIO said Monday. The
union planned a news conference
today with the Sierra Club and
Rep. David Bonior, D-Mich.,
who also oppose the agreement.
"What we are talking here is
massive (job) displacement,"
Bonior said on NBC this morning. "This will cost the jobs of
millions of workers in this
country."
Ross Perot who is pushing a

414.

*Police are looking for a man who is wanted in connection
with an armed robbery at approximately 4 15 a m at the LBt
Chevron station, north of Grand Rivers Reports indicate a
black male, approximately 25 years old, walked into the store
and pulled out a small-caliber automatic pistol and demaned
att the money from the cash register The man left tfra compact car and was eastbound on 1-24 An investigaton is cent'
nuing by Trooper Roger Gay

Clinton looking to former presidents for help
WASHINGTON (AP) — Trying to catch up with the critics,
President Clinton is soliciting the
help of three former presidents to
wage a high-profile fall campaign
for a free trade agreement with
Canada and Mexico.
He was to sign environmental
and labor side deals to the proposed North American Free Trade
Agreement today with former
presidents George Bush, Jimmy
Carter and Gerald Ford looking
on.
"This is one of the most
impressive coalitions I've seen,"
Trade Representative Mickey
Kantor said today on NBC. In
addition, the agreement is backed
by former presidents Ronald Reagan and Richard Nixon, top congressional leaders and all living
Nobel Prize-winning economists,
he said.

-
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The instruments. flying 35
miles behind Discos ery, can he
pointed in any direction at any
time, something that would have
been difficult if not impossible
aboard the shuttle.
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FROM OUR READERS
Lucky to live in country with freedoms
Editor:
It seems to me that some of your readers do
of government we have. We have free speech to a point, as long m
we don't libel or slander someone.
The lady that wrote the letter, "Condemns the 'incite hate' tactics" has to be really mad at everybody and does not understand
party politics. I have all the respect in the world for Senator Dole.
He was and is a great man. He has given to his country more than
Clinton can ever give. The senator went to war when his country
called and gave the use of his right arm doing his patriotic duty. As
far as this lady liking the senator. I find that hard to believe. She is
a die-hard Democrat and would vote for the devil if he ran on the
Democratic ticket.
For the love of me, I cannot see what Elizabeth Dole has to do
with someone else's yet to be proven statements. Mrs. Dole can
stand on her own record, which I might say is very, very impressive in itself. Let's be fair, lady.
In regards to handguns, the reason that this country has stood for
200 plus years is the right for private citizens to own firearms.
Check history and see how many countries have fallen after gun
control was put into law. One of the most recent was Germany and
Hitler.
Public servants are people that are government officials or
employees, according to my Webster. Pat Robertson, Rush Lim-_
baugh, Paul Harvey, Ross Perot (I know he sure would like to be),
are all public figures, not public servants. They are subject to suit
in court if they slander someone. So there must be some truth in
what they say. Don't even talk about being patriotic when it comes
to Clinton.
Vincent Foster's death was caused not by anything Senator Dole
did. If we are to believe what the Clinton FBI put out, it was
caused by his mistake of firing travel personnel in the White
House. That was what we were told about his despair.
If Clinton is so compassionate and caring about the needs of his
fellowman, why is he pro-abortion. As for laying his life on the
line for programs to lift the economy of this country, if I were you
I would wait awhile to make that judgment. He sure didn't lay it on
the line for his country when it asked him to serve.
I would like to ask the lady who provides the jobs for the working people of this couuntry? In case you can't figure it out, it is the
wealthy. They pay their so-called fair share, if you know anything
at all about taxes. The top 1 percent and the top 20 percent • 21
percent, paid 60 percent of the taxes in 1989. In fact, the top 1
percent paid while all the rest of us got tax breaks during the
1980s. No country in the world has ever or ever will tax itself into
prosperity. There has to be an incentive to make money and giving
it to the government is not an incentive. The wealthy have not been
in power too long. If they have been, it is no one's fault but our
own. In fact, most of our presidents have been middle class. Lady,
if I were you, I wouldn't put down the wealthy too much as most of
your friends are in the top 20 percent.
One of the Ten Commandments is "'Thou shalt not kill." That
should tell you if abortion is right.
We are awake and we will always be awake. We will not let a
president turn this country into a socialistic type of government.
Where everyone depends on the goverment for everything in life.
We have too much government interference in our daily lives now.
Do not go blindly to your death, and this is what you are asking us
to do. I'm sorry but I march to a different drummer and the tune is
called democracy. I believe in a voice in government and the right
to free speech, the right to own weapons, the right for a free press,
etc. Lady, you have been lucky to have lived all your life in a
country that is free. Don't find fault with it so much until you have
lived where those freedoms are taken away. I can say that I have
lived in a country that did not have what we enjoy, so I know what
I am talking about.
Max T. Canady
Route 5, Box 747, Murray

Deaf

'Rotten apple' applies to society
Dear Editor:
"A rotten apple spoils the barrel" is an axiom whose truth is
applicable to more than a barrel of apples. It explains what is happening to the morals of today's society.
As one bad apple starts the contamination that spreads to all of
the others in the same container, consider the effect that a militant,
vocal, well-financed minority group can have in brain-washing and
intimidating the general public, especially when they have influential leaders and advocates in high places.
Although they may be a proponent of different aspects of immorality such as: pornography, promiscuous sex, abortion, drugs, alcohol, violence, family breakdown, etc., their common objective is to
nullify any Christian influence that will interfere with their gain of
power, money and prestige and their unaccountability to anyone
other than themselves.
All of these catastrophic calamities that are affecting our world
today are not from God as punishment for the evils we are doing
but are from Satan, for as we have turned from God, He has turned
from us and has removed His blessing and wall of protection. Leviticus 25 says, "and the land is defiled...therefore...the land itself
vomited' out her inhabitants."
We can still have hope, for, in II Chronicles 7:14 God said, "If
my people who are called by my name shall humble themselves,
and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways. then
will I hear from Heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal
their land."
E.J. Carmichael
Route I, Box 540, Hardin 42048

Attention Washington!
REP. TOM BARLOW
1533 Longworth Office Building, Washington DC. 20515
502-444-7216 (Paducah) or 202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington DC 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH McCOVVELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington DC. 20c10
502-442-4554 (Paducah) gig 292424-2541 (Washington/

Closing signals end of era
Years after I grew up and
moved sway from my home
town, I often found myself back
on Main Street, Metuchen, at
Morris Stores. It was not because
shopping elsewhere was inadequate — central New Jersey was
glutted with malls of every stripe,
from off-price to up-scale — but
just that the local department
store carried items that others no
longer stocked.
Where else could you find a
wider selection of lace-trimmed
handkerchiefs with the delicate
embroidered flowers that were
perfect for Mother's Day gifts?
Besides that, was there any other
store in the state that sold those
dreadful corduroy slippers my
father always insisted on wearing? If there was, I never found
it. so it was back to Morris Stores
I went.
Since 1948, the year that Morris Zuts and his brothers opened
the doors, the family-owned
emporium was the first stop for
local shoppers seeking the unique
blend of quality, service and
selection that the Main Street
store offered. My sister bought
the dress she wore on her first
job interview at Morris's. I got
my first bra in their pre-teen

\1:\ I\

change, however, Morris Zuts
maintained that his store would
stay opened. The business was
Just scaling back from the excesses of the '80s. when Morris's
dominated an entire block of
Main Street, providing 20,000
square feet of shopping for the
entire family.
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Constance Alexander
Ledger dr, Times columnist
Service was the store's halldepartment. The black dress my
mark, and that translated into permother wore to my father's funsonal attention from Mrs. Brown,
eral came from the woman's
Mrs. Troop, or one of the other
department, selected by one of
Morris's tasteful and tactful __loyal fashion consultants employed by Morris Stores. They always
salesladies and sent to the house
knew what hemline best suited
by taxi the day my father died.
you, or which silk scarf really
For decades, Metuchen brides
worked with the outfit you were
found lacy nightgowns for their
buying for homecoming. They
trousseaus at Morris's; grooms
also could tell whether you'd
purchased gold cuff links and
gained or lost weight since your
silver money clips 35 tokens for
last shopping spree. In fact, it
the ushers at their weddings.
was sometimes juiced that the
When it was time for the baby
clerks at MOITiS'S knew who was
shower, well-wishers needed only
pregnant before the rabbit died!
to stop at the Main Street store to
Last fall when I was back in
christenblankets,
receiving
find
New Jersey on business, I
ing gowns and any other layette
stopped in Moms Stores for old
items that were needed. When
kids went off to summer camp, time's sake. Like many things in
the old home town, things
they stuffed their bedrolls with
weren't the way they used to be.
official Scout shorts and tee
A "For Lease" sign indicated that
shirts from Morris Stores, the
part of the building was available
regional headquarters for Boy
for rent. In spite of impending
and Girl Scout apparel.

Last week, my sister told me
Morris Stores will close its doors
for good at the end of next
month. Well into their 70s and
80s, the Zuts brothers are ready
to retire. Beyond that, the market
for stores like Morris's has
dwindled to a point of no return.
Because of the train station,
which is the debarkation point for
thousands of New York commuters each day, Main Street in
Metuchen still has generations of
vitality ahead of it. But when
Morris Stores shuts Ilga,wri next
month, the community loses a
piece of the past that no mall can
replace.
My head tells me that time
marches on, but my heart misses
the "good old days" — when
Morris Stores was the jewel in
the crown of Main Street, and
personal service with a smile was
the order of the day.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
The Independent, Ashland:
The things some members of the Kentucky General Assembly
would have us believe.
After admitting he had accepted $3,000 in cash from a lobbyist representing Humana Inc. and resigning his seat, Virgil Pcarman, DRadcliff, said: "My vote has never been for sale, nor have I accepted
money to influence my decisions in any manner."
Right. If accepting money from lobbyist Ron Adams just days after
a key vote on a 1990 bill written solely to benefit Humana was not a
political payoff, then we don't know what one is.
Of course, Pearman's actions after admitting he accepted the money
were more honorable than those of his Republican colleague, Richard
Turner of Tomkinsville. instead of resigning his House seat, Turner
had the audacity to file a correction to his 1990 campaign finance
report to reflect the $3,000 "contribution" he admitted receiving from
Adams. Turner should follow Pearman's lead and resign. Both men
have betrayed the trust placed in them by voters.
Pearman claims he intended to return the money to Adams, but just
never got around to it. Sure. Anyone can forget about returning
$3,000, right?
Pearrnan and Turner say they are now cooperating in the federal
investigation of corruption in the General Assembly. Smart move.
After being caught with their hands in the cookie jar, cooperation in
hopes of getting lenient treatment from prosecutors is a wise move.
Now that he no longer will be serving in the legislature, Pcarman
may be able to secure a new career as a teller of tall tales. And if

Turner does the right thing by resigning, perhaps the two can go on
tour.

Lexington Herald-Leader:
It's easy, too easy, to get hung up on the bad news about Kentuckians' command of science and mathematics.
The bad news comes in the form of what the state's citizens know
— or, more startlingly, don't know — as revealed in a survey conducted by the Partnership for Reform Initiatives in Science and
Mathematics. For instance, almost 70 percent of the people surveyed
said that a billion is 10 times more than a million.
(This could explain why state government is always having trouble
balancing the budget, but that's beside the point.)
Needless to say, this is not the kind of news anyone hopes to see to
attract high-technology, high-salary jobs. But get beyond this glum
finding, and there's good news, too, in the survey: Most Kentuckians
think that the state's students do not perform well in science and
mathematics, think that these subjects are the most useful ones taught
in schools and sec better education in these areas as a key to better
jobs.
There's no guarantee, of course, that better math and science education will lead to prosperity, as any out-of-work engineer can testify.
But it's a sure bet that a state whose populace has good math and
science skills has a better chance of success than a state whose citizens don't have such skills.
Kentuckians see that now, which is a crucial step toward a diverse
state economy. And that's good news any way you add up the figures.

Anti-gun leaders keep firing blanks
Richard Wottrich, 47, an investment banker, lives in the Wicker
Park neighborhood in Chicago. He
could afford to live somewhere
quieter and upscale, but he is attracted to the vibrancy of a lively but
dangerous city neighborhood.
Recently, there was a gang
drive-by shooting near his home.
Four young men were shot, which
appalled Wourich.
So he wrote an angry description
of the shooting scene and sent it to
me, along with this note:
"The enclosed story is about a
recent drive-by shooting on my
street.
"What are you prepared to do
about this?
"Let me be specific. When will
you assert leadership in taking guns
away from our children?"
I'm flattered that Mr. Wottrich
would single me out as someone
who can do something about gang
shootings. And that he expects me
to "assert leadership" in disarming
gang youths.
But he'll be disappointed by my
answers to his two questions.
Question 1: "What are you prepared to do about this?"
Answer: Not a damned thing.
See, I am not the police chief nor
the mayor of Chicago. And even if I
were, I couldn't do any more than
they have to get rid of guns.
Oh, I suppose if I were mayor I
could boldly declare that I was
going to hire 2,000 more cops and
use them as a massive anti-gang task
force. They would then overwhelm
the violent neighborhoods, roust the
gang members on sight and WU('
their weapons.
But it would be an awful lie.
There's no money to hire 2,000
cops. Or a 1,000 Or 5(X) To raise
the cash, I'd have to hike real estate
taxes and that would cause an
uproar and I'd be tossed out of
office.
And even if it could he done, the

Actually, I did try to assert leadcops couldn't harass the gangs because lawyers would rush to court -- ership on this issue. Back in the
as they've done in the past -- and a early '60s, when Mr. Wottrich was a
judge would order the cops to stop high school student in Ohio, I wrote
violating the constitutional rights of my first gun-control column.
And over the next 20or so years, I
gang members to be social menaces.
So all I can do is write columns wrote enough columns on the subexpressing outrage that ging thugs ject to fill a book.
I probably wrote more columns
are shooting each other and innocent non-combatants who stray into on the issue of the availability of
handguns than any columnist in the
the line of fire.
But that doesn't accomplish any- United States.
But as far as I can tell, the
thing. The gang-bangers don't read
newspaper columns. And if they columns accomplished one thing: I
did, they wouldn't be impressed. increased revenue for the postal
Question 2: "When will you service. Every IMIC I wrote on the
assert leadership in taking guns subject, the sale of postage stamps
would go up as members of the
away from our children?"
National Rifle Association sent
Our children? Sorry, but I accept
thousands of letters telling me I was
responsibility for my own four
a boob.
children only. I'm happy to say none
packs a gun.
. Then I realized they were right. I
If all parents kept guns away from
was a boob. Not because I was
their kids, the problem would alagainst gangs and other cnminals
most disappear. But we all know
having guns. But because I thought
that the parents of today's gangthat writing about guns did anything
bangers won't be mistaken for Ozzie
but attract angry mail.
and Harriet.
I think that realization hit me afte

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not
be more than 500 words. Letters should be typewriucn and doublespaced if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter
and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor. Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.

President Reagan was shot and
almost killed, but almost immediately declared his loyalty to the
NRA and the free flow of guns. I
figured that if the president of the
United States didn't mind being
plugged, who was I to beef'?
True, his press secretary received
a terrible wound and the Brady Bill
became a rallying point for the antigun crusaders. But where was James
Brady before he caught a slug? I'll
tell you where: shoulder to shoulder
with the pro-gun lobby. And if he
hadn't been shot, that's where he'd
be today.
And I finally noticed something
else. When it comes to guns, the
Congress of the United States has no
guts, presidents have no guts, and
most of our state legislatures have
no guts.
So why was I wasting space and
boring readers by repeating myself
when powerful leaders ducked the
issue? (Not that I don't waste space
on a regular basis. But I prefer
wasting space on subjects I enjoy
more than death and destruction.)
Finally. I noticed something else.
Strict gun laws are about as effective as strict drug laws. The drugs
flow and so does the supply of
weapons. It pains me to say this, but
the NRA seems to be right: The
cities and states that have the toughest gun laws have the most murder
and mayhem. Just as junkies find
drugs, criminals find weapons. And
I haven't the faintest idea how to
prevent it.
And we've now reached the point
where most law-abiding gun owners
believe that they need their guns
because of all the artillery that is in
the hands of the loonies. They are
against unilateral disarmament
So you be a leader, Mr. Wottrich
Tell those had lads in your neighborhood to turn over their weapons,
or else.
Then duck
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W.A.T.C.H./ COMMUNITY
***Working Together ***
"1 am pleased to support the WATCH.program
and to view first hand the positive training that
enables individuals to contribute enthusiastically to
the workforce."
- Cr.. Murray city clerk
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"I am well pleased with the program and with
Philip. He does afantastic jobfor us,and cheers
us up when toe get a little discouraged."
- Larry Elkins, Murray chief of police
"WATCH. isfocused on the needs of the clients
and theirfamilies."
- Paul Sharp, Wal-Mart manager
•
•
•
"Wefeel W.A.T.C.H. is providing an extraordinary
and important service that is very valuable to the
community."
- Ben Graves, Murray Calloway Co Library director
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".We congratulate the staffand board of directors of
the W.A.T.C.H.Centerfor the excellent services that
are provided for so many clients on an on-going
basis. I have never been associated with art organization that cares so much."
- Sue Moms, Murray Calloway Co Transit Authonty
executive director
O 00

•

"WATCH.does good work. It is marvelous what
they are teaching. My heart is with them."
- Clover Cotham
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"WATCH. has the best adult day habilitation
programfor mentally retarded/developmentally disabled individuals in western Kentucky. They have
had national recognition for their Supported Employment Program. They do an exceptional job with
contract work. The staffhavea warm,caring attitude
toward the clients and they have always bent over
backwards to cooperate with other agencies."
- Greg Widmer, Home Care Management
regional executive director
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"W.A.T.C.H.does a wonderful work in our community, and the Bank of Murray is happy to lend
support and encouragement."
- Chuck Foster, Bank of Murray president
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"Our experience with the W.A.T.C.H. program
has been a very positive one. David Smith has
become a very helpful employee of Taylor Bus
Sales. His duties include cleaning the shop and
helping detail the used busses. We would recommend this program to anyone who might be
considering it."
-Johnny Blanton and David Taylor

-
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"W.A.T.C.H. is a benefit to all myfamily,especially
to my son Steven who has been a client there since
December, 1980. Hegets to participate in things that
were not possible the many years he was at home all
day. It also gives mefree timefor the activities that
I enjoy. Steven cannot take care ofany of his needs,
therefore the attention and care that he getsfrom the
directors, staff, clients and bus drivers is deeply
appreciated."
- Delphi Taylor

•••elve

Work Activities Training Center for the Handicapped
Serving the adult handicapped population of
Murray and Calloway County
•+ (502)759-1965
702 Main Street•
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September 14, 1993
Dear Community Friends:
As part of our annual fundraiser, the board of directors for W.A.T C.H. would like to present this
program focus. At W.A.T.C.H. we strive to offer a variety of opportunities for everyone to participate in.
As you look over this page you will see some of the activities that go on each day at the Center as well as
many of the special recreational activities that were scheduled this summer.
Having been involved with W.A.T.C.H. for many years, I have witnessed first hand many heartwarming scenes that involve learning, self respect, friendships, and becoming productive members of society. I
know why I support W.A.T.C.H. I could compare the program to a flag that waves proudly in the sunshine, it must also sometimes endure wind and rain. W.A.T.C.H. has seen a lot of progress and touched
many lives, but it isn't always easy. Often there is discouragement before goals are achieved, but the staff
and clients at W.A.T.C.H. never seem to give up until the job is done. I can't imagine our community
without the services provided through W.A.T.C.H. and that is why I am so proud to share with vou some
of the comments that we have received from a few of our community friends who help salute our accomplishments.
If you have ever contributed to W.A.T.C.H., we sincerely thank you. Please look us over and decide for
yourself if you would like to help.
W.A.T.C.H. wants to continue working together in our community. They can do it with your support!

Kendall Turner (above) cools off on the water
slide at Wonder Waters, while Jerry Munsell and
Johnny Armstrong take a ride on the bumper
boats.

Wcal.t,„
Ava Watkins, chairperson
Directors: Betty Brockway;Steve Cunningham; Ed Davis, secretary/treasurer; Ronald England; Andrew
W. Hafner, vice chairman; Marvin Harris; Sue McNeary; Della Miller; Georgianna Moffitt; Carmeleta
Norvell; Dianna Phillips; Joan Vaughan; and Lynn Wuest.

MICE111111---The following was submitted by Murray resident, Hazel Crenshaw. She and her husband Robert, are among
those who consistently contribute to W.A.T.C.H.
HAVE YOU EVER BEEN TO W.A.T.C.H.?
Come, Look, and Listen

"The W.A.T.C.H. program in Murray should be a
model for all communities in Kentucky. The staff
believe that through work training and supported
employment, people with handicaps are benefit ted
physically, mentally,socially,and spiritually. Families are strengthened, and the community at large both through participation and observation - is
united in understanding that people with handicaps
belong in an environment of equality, respect and
acceptance."
- Gayle Wadlington, West Ky. Regional
Mil/MR Board Inc
+.+

I first became acquainted with the Work Activities Training Center for Handicapped adults in the 1980s,
Early on I became aware of the amount of time, effort and commitment being expended by the staff, families,
volunteers and community in trying to get what was needed for their clients.
How proud we all were with the new building,even though it was too small to handle all those who needed
to come;so some were placed on a waiting list. Everyone has kept on striving so they have been able to enlarge
the building and get a work program started. Some participants work at the center in a sheltered atmosphere
while others go out to work in places like the public library, Briggs and Stratton, Pagliai's etc. Before they are
hired to do a particulAriob, W.A.T.C.H.clients are trained to do the work better than the average person. Given
a chance, most can do the job as well or better than their co-workers. The clients also learn educational, health,
and social skills as well as work skills. They have the services of case workers and other professionally trained
staff available to them.
Again W.A.T.C.H. is in need of resources to keep afloat and move ahead They still have a waiting list which
continues to get longer as more clients in need of services apply. Part of our financial support must continue to
come from the community if we are to meet all of our financial commifments.
Our clients need your support. It will add "sparkle and glitter" to their lives as they continue to develop
additional skills and abilities to function better as human beings.
There is no greater gift than to love enough to give so that others may celebrate a good life that includes
"sparkle and glitter," and not have to live in an unproductive state from lack of nurture caused by lack of funds.
My husband and I are staunch supports of W.A.T.C.H. We hope you will come,look,and listen,and that you
will help W.A.T.C.H. in any way that you can best serve or contribute. Thanks for caring.

"A wonderful program set up for the adult handicapped in the community. The group is well supervised, and the staff do an excellent job."
- Sullivan's Par 3 Golf Course and Sports Center
•
•
•
"W.A.T.C.H. is a vital part ofthe network ofservices
for the MR-DD (Mentally Retarded-Developmentally Disabled)population ofwestern.,Kentucky. The
agency strives to provide a quality program and is
ever looking for ways to expand and improve services. I always find the staff to be cooperative and
helpful in meeting peoples needs."
- Wayne Chester, Ky. Division of MR Services
regional director

Briggs & Stratton Corporation Appreciate W.A.T.C.H.
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"The people who handle W.A.T.C.H. do afantastic
job. lam glad to have been able to assist W.A.T.C.H.
throughout the past 12 years I have been associated
with the county."
-George Weeks,county judge executive
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WATCH.clients enjoy a summer day aboard a
pontoon boat near Kenlake State Resort Park

BRIGGS & STRATTON)

"The W.A.T.C.H. Center is a valuable addition to
our community. They have a very considerate and
caring staff whose main interest is the client's welfare. Our daughter, Brenda,is a client there,and she
thoroughly enjoys herself. We really do thank them
for their help and guiddnce and wish the bestfor the
center."
- Buell and Louise Donelson

"W.A.T.C.H. is rendering an unparalled service to
people whose lives are precious and whose needs are
special. W.A.T.C.H. does an outstanding job."
- John Dale, Glendale Road Church of Christ minister

O 0•
"The Supported Employment Program has allowed
individuals to work that never thought they could
work before. On-the-job training has been very helpful to our office in job placement."
-Connie Talent Ky. Office of Vocational Rehabilitation
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"The staff at W.A.T.C.H. would like to extend special thanksto the communityfor the constantsupply
of aluminum cans donated to the Center. Regular
trips are made to State Line Metals to unload cans
which have been crushed by W.A.T.C.H. clients.
Your donation ofcans enable many ofour clients to
earn a monthly paycheck."
- Peggy William. W.A.T C H executive director

W.A.T.C.H. Enclave (left to right): Karts Allbritten, Kendall Turner, Richard Payne, Darrel Watkins,
Phillip Lusk,Sonny Proctor, and job Coach Tracy Bell.

We would like to say thank you to the W.A.T.C.H. employees who work in our plant on a
daily basis. These peoplt are actually in the plant working and meeting quality standards
that have been set for the carburetor parts that they work on.These W.A.T.C.H. employees
have definitely made a contribution to our plant and our community.

•11 •

Phillip Lusk
shows off a
fish that he
caught during
a fishing
exhibition
held at
Bobby
Paschall's
private lake
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TODAY
CALENDAR
Tuesday, Sept. 11

Wednesday, Sept. IS

Calloway County Athletic Boostersf7
pot/office of Board of Eduicatioa.
Money Star Playlet No. 133 Order of
the Eastern Stan? 30 pm./Masonic
Temple.
111•10/7 P m /Knights of Columbus

Singles Orgsalzatimal Society (SOS)/6
p.m/Chamber of Commerce to carpooU
canvan o Bordenown for beginner dance
IMMO. Info/Linda, 437-4414. or Jeanne.
753-0224.
Mad Caster/open 10 ant.-2 p.m/for
ocelot citizens' mavitias.
Weak' Center/0pm
am.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens actives.
Senior Golf League/8 a.m./Miller
Memorial Golf
School ei.aits include
Murray High COOTS&.
Faculty pictures/8 a.m.; school
pictures/$:23-l1:30 a.m./Band Room;
Golf team holm Hickman County.
First Christian Church events include
Reunion Group/7 a.m.; Evangelism
Committee/noon; Christian Family Fellowship diruter/5:30 p.m.; Bible Classes
and Singles Support Group/6 p.m.; CFF
options/6:45 p.m.; Choir/7:30 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church wonhip/6:30 p.m.
Ehe Grove Baptist Church worship/7
p.m.
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church events include Flood Relieff2-5
p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church events include
Youth and Missions Groups/7 p.m., Choir
Rehearsal/8 p.m.
Westaide Baptist Church Back to School
Cookout/6 p.m.
St. Lee's Catholic Church events include
Young-At-Heart/noon; K-5th grade Fun
Night -7:30 p.m.; Prayer Group after 7
p.m. Mass.
First Presbyterial, Church events include
Choir Practice/6:30 p.m.; Session/7:30
p.m.
First United Methodist Church events
include Covenant Prayer/10 am.; Handbell Cboir/4 p.m.; Youth Club/5 p-m;
Tom Turner Gathennbg/6 p.m.; Chancel
Choirf7:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church events include
Fnaidship International/9 a.m.; Ladies'
Bible Study/I0 a.m.; Fellowship Supper/
5:30 p.m.; Library open/6:15 p.m.; Children's Choirs, Klaymata, and Praise/6:30
p.m.; Business meeting/6:45 p.m.; Sanctuary Chou/7:45 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church events include
Kid's Klubs. Bible Explosion. Youth
Bible Study, College Career Bible Study,
and Adult Bible Study/7 p.m.; Weekly
Workers' meeting/8 p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
Classes!? p.m.
University Church of Christ events
include Bible Classes/7 p.m.
St. John's Episcopal Church events
include Holy Cross. Holy Eucharist/5:15
p.m.
Einmaned Baptist Church Bible Study!?
p.m.
Christian and Missiome7 Alliance Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Overeaters Ammyinoss/5:15
Community Center.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/open
8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Land Between the Lakes events include
Iron Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m./Horneplace. Planetarium Show/11
a.m. and 2 p.m./Visitor Censer.

Pareata Aa••ym•se/6 p.m.
li1o/753-0082.
Manny TOPS Chapter. Kentucky 1134.
First Presbyterian Church/6 p.m.
Hardie TOPS Chapter open house/7-t
p.m./Hardin Library. into/I'527-109l.
Murray Lions Club/6:30 p.m./Murray
Woman's Club House.
Southwest Calloway Elementary School
Site•Based Council meeting/5:30
p.m./school.
Murray Branch of AAUW/6:30
p.m./poduck at home of Marian Fuller.
Singles Orgaalutiosal Society (SOS)/7
p.m./Cbamber of Commerce. Info/Jeanne,
753-0224, or Linda, 437-4414.
Calloway County High School events
include Boys Soccer at Paducah
Tilghman/5.30 p.m.
Alcoholics Anonymous/open meeting/8
p.m/American Legion Hall, South Stub
and Maple Streets. Murray.
First Praityleriaa Church events include
Chnstiari Education/7 p.m.; Congregational Care/7:30 p.m.
Westaide Baptist Clurch events include
Baptist Women at church/7 p.m.
Murray Biwa Shrine Circus/10 a.m.. 2
p.m. and 7:30 p.m./West Kentucky Exposition Center. Info/753-11474.
Calloway Comity School Board/7
p.m./supenntendent's office.
Yowls Actors Gelid/5 p.m./Playhouse M
the Park.
Wednesday, Sept. 15
MSU Presidential Search Commitme/5
p.m. with students, 6 p.m. with deans,
vice presidents nad chairs.
Murray-Calloway County Ministerial
Association/8 a.m./Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
J.N. Williams Chapter of UDC/I
p.m./home of Mn. John J. Livesay.
Calloway County High School Site.
Based Decision Makiag Council/4
p m/home economics room.
Calloway Coady Public Library events
include Parents and Twoa/9:30 am. and
Story Hour/10:30 a.m.
Ladies Golf at Murray Canary Club/9:30
a.m.
Oaks Country Club events include golf
and bndge/9:30 am. and luncheon/noonAlcoholic Anooymeus (AA)/open
discussion/11 a.m./American Legion
Building. South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Murray Post
Office/8.30-11:30 a.m. and 12:30-3 p.m.
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Eight United Methodist Churches will have a yard sale for the
benefit of Need Line on Saturday, Sept. 18, from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m.
at Kirksey United Methodist Church. Persons are urged to support
these churches in this benefit sale for Need Line by the supporting
churches.

Civitan meeting Thursday
Murray Civitan Club will meet Thursday, Sept. 16, at noon at
Homeplace Family Restaurant. Peggy Williams. director of the local W.A.T.C.H. Center will give an update on the center. President
Wayne Williams urges all Civitans to attend.

Murray BPW will hear Cooper

•Treditional Scottish singen 'Smithfield
Fairoltoben Valentine

'Molly Ross
'Murray State University Concert Choir
'Highland Dancers

Tickets $8 — Fun for theswhole family!

Home Department will meet

Special seminars scheduled
Two special seminars are being conducted by the Family Resource Center of Calloway County School System. These are being held
at Glendale Road Church of Christ. "T.O.T.A.L. - Teaching Our
Toddlers About Leaning" is the class being held each Thursday
from 1 to 2 p.m. This class includes hands on activities for parents
and their 2 and 3-year olds. "Your Baby Talks To You" is the class
each Friday from 1 to 2 p.m. This class focuses on ideas for parents
of newborns to the age of 2. Beth Durbin, program specialist at the
center, will•be the discussion leader. There is no charge and child
care will be provided free. Classes will continue on each Thursday
and Friday through Sept. 30 and Oct. 1. Each class is independent
and persons can attend any session. To make arrangements for
attendance call the center at 753-3070.

UDC Chapter plans meeting
J.N. Williams Chapter of the United Daughters of the Confederacy will meet Wednesday, Sept. 15, at 1 p.m. at the home of
Mrs. John J. Livesay, Sycamore Street, Murray. Barbara Smotherman, president, urges all members and interested persons to attend.

Ladies' Fun Night at Oaks
,

Couple will be honored
at anniversary reception
The Rev. and Mrs. Odis Shultz of Water Valley will be honored
with a reception in celebration of their 50th wedding anniversary on
Sunday, Sept. 19, from 2 to 4 p.m.
The reception, hosted by family and friends, will be in the Fellowship Hall of First Baptist Church, Fulton.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.
The couple was married Sepi 25, 1943. at Fulton. Their attendants
were Beatnce McDaniel and John McClure.
Mrs. Shultz, the former Irene Vaughn, is the daughter of the late'
Louis Vaughn and Mattie Vaughn Byrn.
Rev. Shultt is the son of the late Noah Shultz and Edna Pittman
Shultz Brooks.
The couple has no children, but have been like parents and grandparents to many, a family member said.
Rev. Shultz, a retired Baptist minister, was a former pastor of Coldwater Baptist Church in Calloway County as well as many churches
in Western Kentucky and Western Tennessee ove rthe past 40 years.

J.T. LEE, Jeweler
"Where your ideas turn to gold."
759-1141
Dixieland Center

3 BEDROOMS, LIVING
ROOM & HALL

featuring.'

•••

-Highland Games athletic damns:rations
-Clan mformation tent - learn your heritage!
4%1MM No evens lbws Hurl. Ture-Mte
oSoortish vaidors - vode variety of items
'Family name history certificates

•'

Sunday, September 19
I p.m,
'ICIrkhe a' the Tartans"
First Presbyterian Church (16th and Main Streets)

A ean-deneneamionel "blessing of the finishes'
Foundid by the be. Dr. Paw Menhell former chapter of the C S Seem
Sponsored by: MSU Samba *rear Plasm. Money Caledorns Society snif Murray
Tourism Oninmissita.
For Ceilidh tickets or irforrnation call (502) 762-6888

Hospital Auxiliary plans meeting
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Auxiliary will meet Wednesday, Sept. 15, at 10 a.m. in third floor classroom of the hospital.
This will be a potluck salad meal with bread, drinks and dessert
furnished. A brief orientation for volunteer services will follow the
meeting.
•

'Body Recall' class planned
• "Body Recall" class will start Monday, Sept. 20, at Murray Family YMCA Center on North 12th Street, Murray. This 45-minutes'
session will be at 9 a.m. on Monday, Wednesday and Friday for 10
weeks. This is especially good for any persons with a physical
handicap or for senior citizens. For more information call April
Lane at 759-9622.

Scarbrough reunion planned
The annual Scarbrough reunion will be Saturdty, Sept. 18, at 11
a.m. at Lake Barkley State Park Lodge. Lunch will be served at
noon

Policy Manual Committee to meet
The Policy Manual Committee of Calloway County High School
will meet Thursday, Sept. 16. from 2:45 to 3:45 p.m. in Room 113
of Calloway County High School. The committee will continue to
meet each Thursday until the policy manual has been compiled. All
interested persons are welcome to attend. Upon completion of the
manual, notice will be given in order to allow interested persons to
review the document before it is submitted to the Calloway County
High School Site-Base Decision Making Council. "Please note this
is not a policy making committee, but a committee formed to consolidate all existing extra-curricular activity policies into one document," a member said.

Cub

Scout Pack 73 will meet

Cub Scout Pack 73 will holds its Scout Registration for the
1993-94 school year on Thursday, Sept. 16, at 6 p.m. at Southwest
Calloway Elementary School. For more information call Everett
Hart at 492-8814.

13•1•N•G•0

Choice of Sculptured or Plush in 4 colors. Up to 70
sq. yds. of carpet & 7116x4 pad with mesh
7.12
DO IT FOR ALL
9•0".41,,b ire OM
$48800
13
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Ladies' Fun Night at Oaks Country Club will be Thursday, Sept.
16, at 5:30 p.m. at Oaks Country Club. The cost will be 55 per
person for golf scramble and meal. Reservations should be made by
Wednesday, Sept. 15, by calling Della Miller at 753-2721, Jackie
Abbott, 753-2585, Linda Pate, 753-1076, or Susan Fisher,
753-5063.

DATE: Now thru 9/25/93

Tickets $3 - children 10 and under FREE
,• •

WHOLE
HOUSE

SALE!

10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Murray-Calloway County Park
(Arcadia Drive - behind Wal-Mart)

'Judy ilacken's Highland Dimas School
"Smithfield Fur
•Scotush Country Dancers
'Traditional Scottish picnic food
Pipe and drum bands
'

Home Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday.
Sept. 16, at 1:30 p.m. at the club house. J. William Phillips, attorney, will speak about "Making Your Will." Lillian Robertson will
give the devotion. Hostesses will be Mary Gertzen, Marelle
Andrus, LaRue Redden and Ludene Carlile.

Rev. and Mrs. Odis Shultz in 1943

Saturday, September 18
Scottish Heritage Faire

Murray Business and Professional Women will meet Thursday,
Sept. 16, at 6 p.m. at Seven Seas Restaurant. Charles Cooper of the
Emergency 911 Program will be the guest speaker. All members
and interested persons are invited to attend, according to Faye
Rogers, publicity chairman. For information call 753-7743.

;

Sopeemol.rr 17- II Ii. PPIII
/Arms, Krahorty

Friday, September 17
7:30 p.m.
"Ceilidh" (Pronounced KAY-lee)
Wrather West Kentucky Museum Auditorium
An evening of Scottish music, stories and dancing featuring:

Today editor

Benefit sale at Kirksey church

Rev. and Mrs. Odis Shultz in'7993

Happy 56th
Wedding Anniversary
Mama & Daddy

Jo Burkeen
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Huge Stock of Area Rugs
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Calloway Homemakers
will meet on Thursday
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Dr. Hairold Hazellp, president of David Upscomb University, Nashville.
Tenn., left, accepts a check for $2,000 from Janie Parker from the local
chapter of Associated Ladles for Lipscomb.

Associated Ladies for
Lipscomb plan meeting
The Associated Ladies for
Lipscomb will have their "Kick
orr meeting for the 1993-94
school year on Sunday, Sept. 19,
from 1 to 2:30 p.m. at Glendale
Road Church of Christ.
All ladies from the area are
invited to attend and join the
chapter. Annual metribershp dues
will be accepted and refreshments
will be served.
As guest speaker, Mitzi Key
will present a program on "Home
Decorating and Acccssorizing

with the New Looks and Colors
of the 90s."
This will be the second year
for the Lipscomb Associates here
in Murray. They focus on promoting the ideals of Christian education and supporting David
Lipscomb University at Nashville, Tenn.
Members of the organization
are involved in recruiting students to the university and raising
money to fund scholarships for
local students who plan to attend
D.L.U.
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Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, Sept.
10, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Sampson baby girl. parents Tammy
and Mark. HCR 75, Box 33, New
Concord;
Rogers baby girl, parents, Rhonda
and Don. Rt 4, Box 181, Murray;
Embry baby boy, parents, Rhonda
and Roger, 2107 Villa Square, Murray
Dismissals
David Lynn Howell. Rt I. Box 103,
Fulton; William V Toon, P 0 Box 861.
Mayfield; Elmo Bonner, Rt 5, Murray.
William D. McCuiston, Rt 4, Box
545, Murray; Mrs. Mary Edna Gills, Rt.
1, Box 46, Forrest A, Camden, Tenn.;
Matthew James Boyd. 401 South
Eighth St.. Murray; Stephen Charles
York, P.O. Box 79, Benton: James
Dale Fox,. sop North Fifth St., Murray;
Miss Brandi Kay Mikeska, Rt. 1,
Box 367B, Cottage Grove, Tenn.; Miss
Jennifer M. Council, Rt. 1, Box
162-2A, Calvert City;
William T Findley, P 0. Box 134,
Hardin; Rex J. Jones, Rt. 3, Box 210,
Murray; Dolphus J. Wilson, Rt 1, Box
265, Almo;
Mrs. Violet E. Johnson, Rt. 1, Box
87A, Murray: Mrs. Willie Lee Foster,
Murray Manor G 1, Murray;
Vernon Ford Williams, 100 North
Sixth St., Apt. 10, Murray; Mrs. Velva
Elkins, 836 Hurt. Murray;
Mrs. Irene Grugett, Rt. 1, Box 184,
Almo; Mrs. Myrtle Morton, Rt. 7, Box
149, Murray; Henry Trees, Rt. 1, Box
378A, Hardin.
Expiration
Mrs. Cozie Watson. 408 Sandy Rd.,
Dover, Tenn.

• • • •
Two newborn admissions and.
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday,
Sept. 11, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Simms baby girl, mother, Jacqulyne
Jackson. 300 Pine St. Murray:

Stamper baby girl, parents. Kimberly and Ronny, P.O. Box 160, Benton.
Dismissals
Mrs Virginia Gantt. Rt 2. Box 35,
Murray; Larry Edward Salmon, P.O.
Box 48, New Concord; Mrs. Linda Sue
Miller, Rt 1, Box 511, Benton;
Ms. Mary Nell Morrison, Rt. 6, Box
344, Murray; 0.C. Williams, Rt. 10,
Box 769, Benton; Miss Anna Broach,
504 South 16th St. Murray.
• • • •

Four newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday,
Sept. 12, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Allen baby boy, parents, Elizabeth
and Jeffrey, P.O. Box 984, Cadiz;
Gafford baby boy, parents, Kimberly
and Charles, Rt. 5, Box 237. Paris.
Tenn.;
Worley baby girl, parents. Tonya
and Ralph, Rt. 6, Box 47. Murray;
Vick baby girl, parents, Pamela and
Tommy, Hardin Apts., Box 5, Hazel.

Dismissals
Mrs. Tammy S. Sampson and baby
girl. HCR 75, lox 33, New Concord;
Miss Halley ElLzabeth Sharp, 258 Hick.
ory Lane, Furton-7
Johnny Armstrong, 518 South 13th
St., Murray; Mrs. Virginia L. Cossoy,
30 Old Canton Pike, Cadiz; Hafford
McReynolds, Rt. 1, Hazel:
Mrs. Millie Gay Dillon, Rt. 1, Box
124, Dexter; Mrs. Verlene E. Joseph,
Rt. 1, Box 220, Kirksey; Donald
Rentfrow, 602 Olive St., Benton;
William P. Popovich, Rt. 2, Box 42P,
Springville, Tenn.; Ira Joe Wadkins,
Rt. 1, Box 88, Murray; Alfred Hasten
Wright, Rt. 1, Box 99, Murray.

SNAP

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346
ICENTUW CARNET FOR MAIM RESOURCES

Dr. Ruth H. Jacquot, director
of Center for Environmental Education at Murray State University, will be the featured speaker at
the Annual Day meeting of Calloway County Homemakers
Association.
The event will be Thursday,
Sept. 16, in the Community
Room of North Branch of Peoples Bank.
Dr. Jacquot will talk to the
group about "The Four Rs." She
received her Master of Education
from the University of Toledo
and her Ph.D. from Bowling
Green State University in Ohio.
She worked for 17 years as
naturalist and manager of naturalist programs for Metropark District in Toledo, Ohio. For four
years she was Director of Chippewa Nature Center in Midland,
Mich., before coming to Murray.
Karen Hicks who recently
moved to Somerset will return to
Murray for this special event. She
had served as County Extension
Agent in Home Economics until

.
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Dr. Ruth II. Jacquot
August of this year.
The Cultural Arts items will be
on display from 4 to 5 p.m. with
judging'to be from 5 to 6 p.m. A
meal, catered by Leigh Ann
Grady, will be served from 6:30
to 7 p.m. with the program to
Vinita Winters, county president, urges all homemakers and
interested persons to attend. For
more information call the County
Extension Offiee at 753-1452.

PTA names Dale Kirk
The First District ParentTeacher Association has
announced Dale Kirk as the Honorary Membership Chairman for
the ensuing school year.
- Kirk has been a long-time supporter of the Kentucky Congress
of Parents and Teachers and has
worked hand in hand with the
organization throughout his
career as an educator. Although
Kirk's title is honorary, he will
be working with the district leaders to build the West Kentucky
are back up to its expected
potential.
The National PTA or National
Congress of Parents and Teachers
was formed in 1897 and is presendy over seven million members strong. It is the largest
organized advocate for children.
First District PTA feels the

organization has a lot to offer the
community, parents, teachers, and
most importantly, the children in
the West Kentucky area, especially in light_of all the changes in
the .schools since the implementsnon of the Kentucky Reform Act
in 1990.
The first of September marks
the beginning of a new school
year, and also PTA's Membership Drive. For the entire month,
local PTAS and PTSAs will be
holding membership. enrollment
campaigns. The First Districts'
membership theme is "Kentucky
Kids Need A Strong- Voice. Join
or . Start A Local PTA or PTSA
Today.".
For mor-e 'information about
PTA, contact. Vicki Dailey, First
District president. or Walter
Veal, First District Vice President
at 1-443-0394.

Taylor G. Futrell born
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Futrell,
Rt. 7, Murray, are the parents of
a daughter, Taylor Grace Futrell,
born on Saturday, Sept. 4, at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed nine pounds
and eight ounces. They have a
son, Chase Thomas Futrell, born
Sept. 23, 1986. The mother, the
former Teri Morris, is on leave
from Marshall County High
School where she is employed as
a special education teacher and
coach. The father is employed as
a brick mason.
Grandparents are Teddy and
Sheila Morris, and Earl Futrell,

SERVICE NOTES
NAVY CHIEF PETTY
OFFICER CAMERON S. PENNINGTON, son of Charles E.
and Mary L. Pennington of 320
Woodlawn Dr., Murray, recently
reported for duty at Naval Air
Station, San Diego, Calif.
Pennington, a 1976 graduate of
Mount Healthy High School, Cincinnati, Ohio. joined the Navy in
June 1976.

Eddie Mathis, M.D.
announces the opening of his new
family practice in Marshall County.
• Complete Family Health and

Preventive Health Care
• Physicals
• Assignment accepted, Medicare,
Medicaid, Blue Cross/Blue Shield
of Kentucky
• Admitting privileges Marshall
County Hospital
• Hours: 8:30-5:30 Mon.-Wed. & Friday

all of Murray. and Louie Head of
Providence. Great-grandparents
are Grace Duke and the late
Boone Duke of Benton, and Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Morris, Mrs.
Dorothy Orten, and Mrs. Eula
Mae Garland, all of Murray.

'

4.4

HOLE-IN-ONE at Oaks - Terry June Shertzer got a hole-In-one at the
10th hole at the Oaks Country Club on Aug. 27. ThIS IS her fifth hole-inone In as many states of California, Michigan, Ohio, Florida and Kentucky. She resides on Rt. 6, Murray.

Turner at conference
FRANKFORT - Court Designated Worker Jancann Turner,
representing the 42nd Judicial
District, which includes Calloway
County, attended the statewide
CDW conference held Aug.
23-26 at Lake Cumberland- State
Park.
The conference provided
CDWs with the opportunity to
enhance their professional training in juvenile justice.
Seminars, workshops, small
group discussions and active
learning strategies were utilued
during the two-day conference.
Topics included: Community-

Cousins celebrate
birthdays recently
with family party
Cousins Matthew Logan Mor
ris,.4. and DerekAllen Oder, 3,
recently celebrated their birthdays with many family members.
The theme was "Barney ande
Baby Bop."
Matthew is the son of Jerry
and Beth Morris of Murray.
Derek is the son of David and
Vickie Oder of Bonaire, Ga.
Grandparents are Doyle and
Freda Humphreys of ilatcl. J.D.
and Mary Morris of Rt. 1, Dex
ter, and Andrew and Mabel Oder
of Bonaire. Ga.
Matthew's great-grandparent\
are Mirs:- .Mae Miller and Mr..
Miryftne Orr of Murray. Derek',
great-grandmother is Mrs. NI.t
me Orr of Murray.

based agencies; conducting effective law enforcement presentations: peers helping peers; directing and promoting socialization
skills: working effectively with
diverse clients: juvenial violence:
identifying and responding to
sexual offending within the community; and dealing with at-risk
situations.
In addition, the group was
addressed by special guests
speakers - Leo Mudd, a retired
state trooper-with 20 years of law
enforcement experience. and
David Stone who is respected in
the social work field for his work
with teens and college administrators regarding priorities and
motivation.
The conference was sponsored
by the Kentucky Court of Justice
and conducted by AOC's Juvenile Services staff.
a-

Schwan's Sales
Enterprise
759-9701
will be parked every
Wednesday from 4-6 p.m.
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We are moving in September
to better serve you!
New Location - 12th & Sycamore
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IT'S BAD.
IT'S BOLD.
THE "HULK
HOGAN" OF
FULL-SIZED
TRUCKS. AND
WE'RE SHOWING
OFF AT THE AUTO
SHOW EXPO CENTER,
September 16-17-18

\\IT

THE NEW DODGE RAM

Stilley Building
Suite A
George McClain Drive
Benton, KY

CHRYSLER•PLYMOUTH•DODGE•JEEP•EAGLE
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray, Ky. • (502)753-6448

For Appointment, Call 527-2600 la
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Young Browns deck hapless 49ers
-

By CHUCK MELVIN
AP Sports Writer
CLEVELAND (AP) — Three years into a rebuilding
program that was crawling along, the Cleveland Browns
won a game that made it all seem worthwhile.
"It's premature to say this establishes us as one of the
premier teams, but I'm a lot more optimistic about this
team than I've been in the past." linebacker Clay Matthews said after the Browns upset the San Francisco 49ers
23-13 Monday night.
Cleveland (2-0) won it with defense, intercepting passes
from Steve Young three times, forcing him to fumble once
and blocking a field goal. The 49ers (1-1) didn't score in
the second half.
After seasons of 3-13, 6-10 and 7-9, the Browns have
the feeling they're finally on the right track. 'The last time
they started out 2-0 was 1989, the year they made it to the
AFC championship game.

49er quarterback Young
picked 3 times in defeat

one tipped by linebacker Mike Johnson to the waiting
Matthews, the other bouncing off receiver Jerry Rice to
safety Eric Turner. And one was picked off by Selwyn
Jones, who intercepted two in his NFL debut against Cincinnati last week.
"You can analyze it, but all I can say is, they're getting
tipped, and they're not falling to the ground," Young said.
"So I'll just need to be more precise."
The Browns scored both of their touchdowns in the second quarter, on a 1-yard touchdown run by defensive
tackle James Jones and a 30-yard pass from Bernie Kosar
tdiMichael Jackson.
Jones, lined up as a blocking back at the goal line,
scored easily when Kosar surprised the 49ers by handing
him the ball. Jones has scored in each of his three seasons,
on an interception, a reception and, now, a run.

"I think the team recognizes that two games don't make
a season," coach Bill Belichick said. "It's a good start."
San Francisco won its previous nine regular-season
games, and 11 of its previous 12 Monday night games.
"We did it to ourselves." Young said. "We're clicking.
Were moving the ball. It's just little things not going our
way."
Young, still somewhat hampered by the thumb he fractured during the preseason, also was intercepted three
times last week in the 49ers' season-opening win at
Pittsburgh.
Two of the interceptions Monday came on deflections — • See Page 9

Mistaken
mismatch
Racer performance
turns Marshall media
into blundering herd
It was supposed to be the
biggest mismatch in recent
Murray State football.
When the Racers traveled to
Marshall Saturday, no one
gave the Racers much of a
shot at even coming close.
A Huntington newspaper
columnist wrote that "a Marshall romp over Murray
tonight is as certain in football
as death and taxes are to life."

Cowboy owner Jones feels heat
while Smith waits in Florida heat

STEVE PARKER/Ledge' IS Times photo
Dallas head coach Jimmy Johnson is tired of hearing the "Emrnitt
Ouestions" from the media and his team is tired of playing without running back Emmitt Smith.

NATIONAL LEAGUE

games behind the idle Atlanta
Braves in the NL West.
The Giants' fielders lead the
league in double plays, but
haven't turned one i the last two
games. In that span, San Francisco has hit into seven.
"We must have bad karma or
something," Todd Benzinger
said. "We've executed poorly at
times and lacked timely hitting.
The breaks aren't going our way.
We have found a way to do
something wrong, while before
we found a way to do something
right."
The Cubs, who have won nine
of 11, turned double plays to
choke off San Francisco threats
in the fourth, seventh and eighth
innings.

A.1 GUTTERS
Quality Work at a fair price.
—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial & Residential)

TAX-DEFERRID ANNUITV
RATE GUAR \TEM FOR
ONE MIL
FAR1.1* SI- NRENIWR
CHARGI's APPI 1.
a

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Playing their fourth game in
seven days, the Calloway County
boys soccer team tired badly
Monday as they dropped a 5-0
decision to First Region favorite
Paducah Tilghman.
Calloway played tough in the
first half but Tilghman !Sicked up
a goal five minutes before halftime and a back-breaking goal
juSt a minute from half.
Tilghman took up where they

left off in the first half, scoring
early and holding on to a 3-0 lead
until late in the second half
where they.,picked up the final
two goals.
Calloway's roster lost another
player over the weekend as senior
Chad Gray suffered a knee injury.
• Calloway's junior varsity
provided the lone highlight of the
day, posting a stunning 1-0 victory over the Blue Tornado. Russell Lencki's second half goal
held up for a big Laker win.

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Monday's Games
Boston 6, Baltimore 4
Oakland 7, Minnesota 2
New York 3, Milwaukee 1
Texas 12, Cleveland 1
Kansas City 9, Chicago 0
Seattle 10, California 1
Only games scheduled
"I haven't really thought about
it.“ said Griffey, who also hit his
41st homer. "A lot of guys don't
get to the major leagues until
they're 21, and I had the advantage coming in at 19."
Griffey will be 24 on Nov. 21.
Meanwhile, Gonzalez set a
career high with his 44th home
run, one more than last season, as
the Texas Rangers routed Cleveland 12-1 to move within TA
games of AL West-leading Chicago.
Things changed in the AL
East, too. New York beat Milwaukee 3-1 at County Stadium to
move into second place, VA
games behind idle Toronto.

*

CO

DAVID
RAMEY
Staff Writer
Another Huntington wtiter
predicted a 63-7 Marshall win.
And Marshall coach Jim
Donnan got in on the predicting business as well, saying
there was no way the Racers
could beat Marshall.
Donnan took his lack of
respect for the Racers to the
field. Early in the game, and
on his own 40, Donnan went
for it on fourth down.
But the Racers stuffed Marshall at the line of scrimmage
on that play, and for three
quarters Saturday night, it was
the visitors from Murray who
had the upper hand.
Only Murray's inability to
score against one of the better
defenses in the country kept
the Racers from pulling off the
upset, as they fell 29-3.
Even so, the biggest casualty in Saturday's loss may have
been the rush to push Butch
Mosby out of his starting quarterback spot.
The Racer coaching staff
designed some things specifically for the senior quarterback, and under his direction,
Murray moved the ball against
the Thundering Herd.
During fall camp, the whispers were getting loud that
come this Saturday, when the
Racers open Ohio Valley Conference with Southeast Missouri, that heralded freshman
Cory Rodney would get the
start and be ready to spend
most of time behind center.
That seems doubtful now
after Mosby's performance at
Marshall, where he was especially effective in the first half
and was 7 of 18 throwing
overall. Mosby's not going to
be confused with Joe Montana,
but the senior from Louisville
could be a solid performer this
season against OVC defenses.
Mosby was happy the
coaching staff showed confidence in him.
"From last year, they knew I
could sprint out and run a little
bit," Mosby said. "I can run a
4.5, 4.6 and they wanted to
mix it up against Marshall and
ihey hadn't seen the sprint out
this year. And I think they are
getting a little more confidence in my throwing."
Mosby is just now getting
his throwing rhythm back after
spending much of the summer
working at a job and not working at playing quarterback.
"For me, it's just a matter of
repetitions against I-AA coinpetition," Mosby said.
Meanwhile, Rodney is getting introducted to college
football. He's been sacked
seven times in the first two
games, and is 9 of 25 throwing. In defense of the freshIII See Page 9
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FACE YOUNT

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

FREE ESTIMATES
Rob
Cornelison

Tornado downs tired Lakers

The Associated Press
Ken Griffey Jr. and Juan Gonzalez aren't even 24 years old
yet, and already they're reaching
marks accomplished by some of
baseball's greats.
Griffey's sacrifice fly in the
first inning Monday night put
him in the record book with Hall
of Famers Joe DiMaggio, Ted
Williams, Ty Cobb and Mel Ott
as the only players to record
three consecutive 100-RBI seasons before their 24th birthday.
Seattle beat California 10-1 at
Anaheim.

* *

INVESTMENTS

ift 753.4703

By STEVE HERMAN
AP Sports Writer
INDIANAPOLIS — In some parts of Indiana, especially the
south. Kentucky appears to have replaced Purdue as the Hoosiers'
most intense football rival, coach Bill Mallory said.
Since Indiana-Kentucky became an annual series in 1987, the
two teams have each had three victories, and the rivalry no longer
needs much selling to fans from either state, both coaches said during teleconference calls on Monday.
"Certainly we don't have to in the southern part of the state.
They'll probably crank up a little quicker on Kentucky than they
will Purdue," Mallory said from Bloomington. "I get around and
speak to a lot of alumni associations, and down south. boy, I'll tell
you right now, Kentucky comes to their lips real quick."
Indiana (2-0) plays Kentucky (1-1) in Memorial Stadium on
Saturday.
Kentucky coach Bill Curry, who is 2-1 in his first three games
against Indiana, spoke from Lexington and recalled how surprised
he was when he first saw the intensity of the rivalry.
"The first time we got ready for Indiana, I was shockecrat the
players' intensity. I was thinking Tennessee, the SEC, all that
stuff," said Curry, who previously coached at Georgia Tech and
Alabama. "And of course those are big rivals, too, but I'm not sure
Indiana's not the biggest rival that Kentucky plays."

Griffey Jr.
Gonzalez go
for fences

—Vinyl Siding

FARM
BUREAU
Also Available As I.RA.

Curry's Wildcats setting sights
on major rival — not Tennessee

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Monday's Games
Philadelphia 5, New York 0
Houston at Colorado, ppd , snow
San Diego 4, Los Apples 3(11)
Chicago 6, San Francisco 5
Only games scheduled

EARN
5.75%

Smith said. "He has yet to make
Johnson wore a long face dura legitimate offer ... I feel we're ing interviews after the loss.
still at a standstill.
"We're fighting a lot of things
"It's very frustrating to see my right now. We're fighting more
teammates doing everyting possi- than the game itself. We have to
ble to win and knowing I should focus and fight through it all. It's
be there with them. I think the frustrating for all of us because
team is playing its hardest and we have a chance to have a good
coming up short, and I feel if I football team," Johnson said.
had been there, I could have
When someone asked about
made a difference in some way." Smith's absence, Johnson's face
Defensive end Charles Haley took on an even more pained
punched a hole in the dressing look.
room wall after Sunday's 13-10
"Just to have to answer that
loss to the Buffalo Bills because question is nauseating. I've been
of frustration with the Smith hearing about it so long, I'm sick
of it. We just have to eliminate
holdout.
"We'll never win with a roo- the negative talk. It's just been
kie running back," said Haley, one negative after another,"
who imbedded his helmet into the Johnson said.
"When things are going bad,
wall. "We need to either get
Emmitt here or they've got to get everything wears on you. It's
wearing on me right now."
rid of him."
The fans were restless in Texas
Safety Bill Bates added, "As
long as he's out, it's going to be Stadium.
one of,ahose clouds that's hard to
• See Page 9
get away from."

New Rivals

Giant manager watches
team's downward spiral
By WENDY E. LANE
AP Sports Writer
SAN FRANCISCO — San
Francisco manager Dusty Baker
knows words won't help stop his
team's downward spiral.
"What's going to get you out
of it is some timely hits and some
key plays and some pitches at the
right time," he said. "You can
talk all you want to, but it's on
the field where you're going to
get out of it." •
On Monday night against the
Chicago Cubs, San Francisco
seemed on the verge of getting
out of it, scoring in the first
inning and producing 14 hits,
including two home runs by Robby Thompson.
But instead of timely hits, the
Giants hit into four double plays,
and the Cubs' 6-5 victory
extended San Francisco's longest
losing streak of the season to six
games.
Even a ninth-inning rally
couldn't ease the frustration of
the Giants, who have dropped 13
of 19 games and slipped PA

IRVING, Texas (AP) — The
Ernmitt Smith problem is something Dallas Cowboys coach Jimmy Johnson can't do anything
about, and he'd rather not hear
about it, either.
With the defending Super
Bowl champions off to an 0-2
start without Smith, owner Jerry
Jones is taking heat over his
refusal to give the two-time NFL
rushing champion the contract he
wants.
Jones said he had "extensive
conversations" Monday with
Smith's agent, Richard Howell,
but could report no progress.
Smith, interviewed at halftime
of ABC's Monday Night Football
game between San Francisco and
Cleveland, said negotiations
don't appear to have budged over
the past month.
"I keep hearing the same
answers from Jerry, the same
questions from myself, and we're
not making any progress at all,"

Call 753-4563
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MSU SPORTS

SPORTS

BRIEFS

Staff Report

ASHBURN, Va.(AP) — Washington quarterback Mark Rypien
was diagnosed with a torn medial collateral ligament in his right
knee that will sideline him for three to six weeks but not require
surgery. Rypien was injured in the second quarter of the Redskins'
17-10 loss to Phoenix on Sunday.

The Murray State Racer volleyball team struggled while the
cross country and men's golf
teams opened their seasons during the weekend.
In Jonesboro, Ark., Friday and
Saturday at the Arkansas State
Classic MSU's volleyball squad
lost all four matches and dropped
to 2-6 on the season.
Tuesday Lthe Racers return to
Murray for their home and Ohio
Valley Conference-opener against
Tennessee State. The game is
scheduled for 7 p.m. in Racer
Arena. Admission is free.

NEW YORK (AP) — The American League will hold coin flips
and drawings of lots Thursday for possibile playoff games in both
divisions.
The league said it will deal with the possibilities of two- and
three-way ties. The East drawings of lots, which involves Toronto.
Baltimore and New York, will take place at 2 p.m. EDT with the
West coin flip involving Chicago and Texas to follow at 2:30 p.m.
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Calloway stays course
en route to golf victory
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

The Calloway County Lakers
continue their solid play on the
golf course Monday, besting a
four-way meet that included regional powers Murray, Heath and
Marshall County.
The Lakers shot a 145 at the
par-35 Benton Country Club,
pacing Marshall County by 12
strokes and Murray and Heath by
19.
Jesse Rooker fired a 3-under_
32 to lead the way. Murray's
Ryan Haverstock led the Tigers
with a 36. Defending state
champion Adam Grogan didn't
play for MHS.
In a three-way girls meet, Mar-
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GOLF
Boys
at Benton Country Club
Calloway County 145, Marshall County
154, Murray 164, Heath 164
CALLOWAY: Rookerr 32 Greene 37
Gallimore 37 Haley 39
MURRAY: Haverstock 36 Bolan 40
Pickens 43 Rayburn 45

individual competition
with a time of 11:52.20, but it
wasn't enough as MSU women's
team finished in third place with
50 points.
In the men's competition, the
Racers finished • in sixth place
with 148 points. Both teams compete Sunday at the Western Kentucky Invitational in Bowling
Green.
• In golf, MS-U finished 11th in
the 16 team Capital Bank/Bent
Creek Classic Friday at Jackson,
Mo.
0. Jay Lancaster and Brian
Henson
'
Wefe
Murray's top
finishers, tying for 14th individually with both shoting two round
154's.
Murray State's golf team is
_agatn_in action Friday and Saturday when it hosts the 14-team
MI)onaId's/MSL Intercollegiate
at Miller Golf Course.
won the

Murray Ledger & Times

American League prepares for playoffs

lance
media
herd

• The Racer men's and
women's cross country teams
made their debut .for the 1993
season, running in the Memphis
State Tiger Invitational on Friday. Lady Racer Rebecca Burnett

•Young Browns...

Girls
Mershon County 200, Murray 202, Calloway County 236
MURRAY: Roach 42, Cella 49. Foster
56. Holton 56
. CALLOWAY: McMillen 51. Maness
52, Brandon 65 Clayton 68

shall County topped Murray and
Calloway. Joy Roach of Murray
shot a 42 for medalist honors,
while Nikki McMillen led the
Lakers with a 236.

FROM PAGE 8
Jackson's diving reception
came 35 seconds before halftime
and put Cleveland ahead for good
at 20-13.
He atoned for dropping a
potential touchdown pass on the
Browns' very lust play from
scrimmage.
Matt Stover kicked three

field
goals for Cleveland, from 47 and
41 yards out in the first half and

its touchdown on Marc Logan's 4-yard
run in the second quarter. Logan
was filling in for Tom Rathman,
out with a separated shoulder.
Young completed 19 of 33 passes for 274 "yards, and Ricky
Watt..rs rushed for 83 yards.
Kosar was 17-for-32 for 186
yards with no interceptions, and
FrL• Metcalf rushed for 71 yards.
San Francisco scored

For Electrical Service

It Mistaken mismatch...
FROM PAGE 8
man, when he has entered the
game,. most everyone has realized
Murray is going to throw the ball.
The biggest thing that would
help both Mosby and Rodney is
improved play from the Racer
receiving corps. A number of
passes were dropped Saturday at
Marshall, and Racer coach Houston Nutt desperately wants the
Racers to be more effective
throwing (and catching) the long
pass.
Murray's receivers could get'
better this week. Norman Mason
practiced for the first time in
almost a month Monday night,
and although the freshman from
Paducah Tilghman is having
problems cutting, his return is
welcomed after a sprained knee.
Tim Bland has also been
moved from .tailback to flanker,
and he caught a -flanker screen
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against Marshall.
Mason is exciting and Bland
dependable, two attributes that
arc needed in Murray's wide
receiver corps..
The Murray State defense
looked much better against Marshall, and is looking like a formidable defense in the OVC. It
should keep the Racers in most
conference games.
Given Murray's performance
against Marshall (especially the
defense) and the play of the OVC
early (league teams currently arc
3-13, with all three wins coming
over Division II schools), things
are looking up for the Racers.
If the Racers can show the
effort against SEMO that they
showed against Marshall, Saturday's night OVC opener could be
the start of a solid conference
season.
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W
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.
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Tudsys Games
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PfitsCaoph ai F toNli 6 35 p m
C.no,nau at Alan's 640 pm
PraLapalpraa It 1.Nr• Ton 6 43 p
alontaal if St Lane 7 05 pll
Los Aogues a1 San Otago 9 )5 p
Cheaflo al Si.. F tartaric° 935 pm
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Lorry Krouse Insurance
739-9888
105 N. 12th (Next to McDonald's)

Protect Your Asphalt Investment.
Don't Wait Until Your Parking Lot Deteriorates.

Seal Coat Today!
Parking lots • Driveways
We use orals commercial sealer that lasts 3 times longer than retail sealer. We
guarantee a professional, clean. neat Kill with the latest applicating equipment. Call today for free estimates.

Murray Paving Company
"Mien. Quality Docan't Coat.., It

Call 759-4960

Murray

81 East Main

Puy,753-0411

THE 1ST

MURRAY
NEW CAR
TRUCK
AND
VAN SHOW

•Cowboy owner...
FROM PAGE 8
"We want Emmitt, we want
Emmitt," the crowd chanted.
Another banner read, "Sign
Emmitt and Trade Your Ego."
Smith watched on television
from Pensacola, Fla., where he
said, "I could miss the entire
season."
Jones, as the final seconds
ticked off the clock Sunday, was
in the tunnel leading to the dress-

• Good service.
good coverage,
good price .That's

Racers return home

Redskins OB sidelined 3-6 weeks

en
tch

SCOREBOARD )1.

ing room instead of at his customary spot near the Cowboys
bench.
He wasn't hiding, Jones said.
He said he was trying to be
inconspicuous so as not to set off
chants of "We Want Emmitt, We
Want Emmitt" while the team
was making a final-minute drive.
But an interception stopped the
•
bid.

SPONSORED BY:
MURRAY NEW CAR DEALERS ASSOC.
and THE BANK OF MURRAY

McMasters
Invitational
A SCOTTISH EVENT HOSTED BY
JACK PERCONTE(FORMER
SEATTLE MARINER) & HIS ALMA
MATER - MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
Plan to particippte in the First
AnnuM Mcklasfers invAtaitional golf
tournament at the Murray Country
Club on Friday. Sept. 17. Former
Seattle Mariner second bomman
Jack Perconte wtlt be on hand to

3

PRIZES!
host the event. The former MSLI
star is back to Nap raise money
for the Thoroughbred baseball
ream A $25 donation will cover
your single entry in the two-man
scramble (including cart. green
Mot light lunch and refresh•
moots) Find a aultrlatata and regis•
ter today. The 72-person limit wit(
be reached soon

Friday, Sept. 17
•

CALL 762-3737
OR 1-800-758-8510

West KY Expo Center • September 17, 18 & 19
1-9 p.m. Friday & Saturday; 1-5 p.m. Sunday - West College Farm Road, Murray
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Marcie Williams, a STAHi b student at Calloway Middle
School, has been selected as student of the week. The
daupter of Jimmy and W Williams, Marcie enjoys working
with computers, playing piano and horseback riding. She Is
pictured along with Greg Delaney from WSJP, eigth grade
teacher Linda Fultner, Bob Rogers of Century 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors.

-

Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrative staffs
of the •1 Iurray Independent School District and the Calloway
County Schools and edited by the staff of the Ledger & Times.
Space allocated for each school district is determined by the
approximate ratio of students in each district. Please direct your
questions and comments about area public schools to the Murray
City Schools 053-4363) or the Calloway County Public Schools
1 (753-293).

Nicolas Anderson, a Southwest preschool student In Terri
Hjetland and Sherida Gentry's class, finds his tennis shoes
as his class practices matching by playing Shoe Salad.

10'6 F
work
436-21

To tie Into the school-wide theme of "Adventures of Me"
students created "Me" puppets In art class. The lesson not
only helped students with their self-esteem but also was
tactile activity that helped to develop their fine motor skills

AURO
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Too
1.800

CALLA
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Justin Lamb, Carley Williams and Addle Erwin enjoy the listening center In their classromm. Ellen Bennett and her
team teaching partner, Kelly Olson, design each learning
center around the current topic relating to their year-long
theme.

Working on Power Book, STARS 8 students at Calroo,,-Middle are learning how to record data and make graphs, c•
the Power Book computers.
Th

VI

Fc

liarnell Foster, a student In Lashiee Foster's primary class
at Robertson, shows the edible "clown" he made after the
reading of "The Father Who Walked on his Hands."

or

"ou

SURVIVED

•

Ar•/44 44/'

John Nix, United Commonwealth Bank, presents the following students with a check to help them adopt an animal at
Land Between The Lakes: (from left) Jesse Brelner, Roger
Lay and Amanda Melton. This Is a School-Business Partnership project with Marilyn Dill's primary class at Robertson
Elementary.

Jennifer King was the "roving reporter" in a sixth grade
geography class at Murray Middle School. Students take on
the role of a reporter each Friday to present current events.

During free choice play at North Elementary preschool—
headstart, three year olds Stephanie Curry and Chase Leslie
choose to play in the art center.

STARS 8 students are working on a code of ethics for their
team. All students may contribute, discuss and vote for
what they think will be best for the team.

Sarah Stalions attended the 35th session of the
O'Brian Youth Foundation Leadership Seminar on
11-13 at the University of Louisville. Stalions was chnout of 250 sophomores to be Ambassador for Carr‘,
County High School.

Michael Haney, Alexia Schempp and Mike Arnett t,
pated In the Kentucky Governor's Scholar's Prow H
summer. This year's program was held at Northern kori!
y University.

V
+4,1.

•

•
The Foundation for Excellence and Murray Middle School
PTO financed a trip to the Napoleon exhibit in Memphis for
these students who participated In the National Geography
See.

Intermediate students Kassa Kelso, Karl Downs and Vanessa Lewis model their new shirts that they received for participating In the "Computers for Education" promotion. East
Calloway students won more than $500 In computer software for the school.

Children learn to make choices as part of their play experiences at North Elementary preschool--headstart. Eric Duffy'
(left) and Whitney Feckly, four year olds, choose to listen to
story tapes.

•

•
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VISA

460
Orn

Buelnses
Rentals

Names
Far Rent

Red
Estes

FOR Rent Business Retaii
or Office Space in S Side
Shopping Center
753 4509 or 753-6612

3 OR Stir horns, newly is'
modeled, nice appliances.
pas heat $450'mo, deposal
I references required
753-8767 or 753-2330.

ROBERTS Realty Callaway County's oldest and
most reliable real estate
agency For all your real
estate needs call NOT 10day at 753-1651' Sycamore and 121h St

Help
Vlssiad

TO PLACE AN
AD CALL

VCR Service
Nintendo Repair

753-1916

Ward-Elkins

DEADUNES
Deadlinesare 2 days in
advance!
ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers an requested to chick the
first insertion of their
acts for any error. Murray Ledger & Times
will be r••sponsable for
only one incorrect inAny error
sertion.
should be reported ins.
mediatety so correcik
tions can be made.

; of M'
;son ro;
,o was

DI Skills

MLiC DJ Dances par
ties weddings all musical
styles 7530343
ROGER Hudson Hauling
Hudson Horse and Clo
thing Supply 753 4545
SERIOUS writers and Of
poets interested in being
published Considering
starting monthly publication
if enough people is inter
ested and willing to pay to
be published Survey being
taken Send_ responses to
Survey, PO Box 592 Mur
ray. KY 42071

10 FT brakes for vinyl
work Rent by the day
436-2701
AURORA Pizza Magic Ge
flume hand tossed pizza
fresh salads sandwiches
gyros Open all year at
5pm Closed Mon and
4 74 8 1 1 9
Tues
1 800 649 3804
CALLOWAY County Concrete Structural walls
slabs drives. walks Col
coed & stamped concrete
Free estimates 474 8338
MRS. THERESA, Reeder
I Advisor. A true tem
Psychic gifted from God
554 7904 call for
appointment

I.

753-1713

MUMS FOR SALE Beauti
tul colors From Murray
take 94W to Thurman
Road turn right 1st house
on right 435 4020

tr
•

1993 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare supplement
insurance is now
standanzed in 10
plans and we wnte
all 10
The part A deductible
you, Or your
insurance,
must pay has been
increased to 5676 in
1993
For more informauon
call:
McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY
753.4199
or nationwide 1-800455-4199
"our 31st year of service

EASY work! EXCELLENT
pay' Over 400 comparues
need home workers
dastnbutors NOW' Call for
amazing recorded mes
sage 502 329 1217 eat
101 Get PAID FROM
HOME,
EXPERIENCED tobacco
cutters Cat 435-4424
EXPERIENCED meat cut
ter Apply in person at
Save A Lot Grocery Store
in Murray
between
8arn 5pm No phone calls
please

FOUND puppy Cross between black Lab & Dober
man Pincher Back feet
have wh.te fur on paws
Found on Westwood Dr
759 1914
FULL blooded Chow dog
found in Lynn Grove area
Must
Call 435-4351
describe
LOST on 732 new Genera/
Store Black Doberman/
Great Dane mix Ears
cropped tail cut Black nylon studded collar lyr old
Is son's pet Generous re
ward Named Banchee
753-8694

Sports
Equipment
1976 GRAND Prix with
bucket seats motor unim
ponant 753 8926 Valerie
2 HORSE or 4 horse horse
trailer for a reasonable
price 759 4056 leave
message

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars. Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Wag
To Rent

VITA Maser exercise bike
with computer and pulse
monitor excellent condi
Don $175 489 2877

For applicator 8 nio, cal
11216) 324-2259 - 7 am
to 10 p rr 7 days
MOTHER Goose Day Care
in Mayfield now hiring child
care staff Mon Fri expen
ence or associate degree
preferable Call Janice for
appointment 247 4781
days or 247 7541
evenings
OFFICE position available
under Title 5 of Older
Americans Act Applicants
must be 55 or older, meet
income guidelines 01 125%
poverty level Application
available at West Ky Allied
Service 607 Poplar at
Murray

WANTED waitress part
time position Breaktime
Billiards Call 759 9303
12noon 12midnight
WE are looking for produc
lion line workers men &
women Apply at Murray
Unemployment Office

CASH paid for good used
rifles shotguns and pis
tols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th
Murray
LOOKING to buy or rent a 1
or 2 acre lot for trailer in the
East School District
753-2366

1977 CHEVY Caprice
Classic $500 obo Home
made trailer, $75 obo
Loveseat best offer
435 4606
200 AMP service box &
pole $150 4011 tower & Big
Jack antenna with wire
$150/both 753 1217
901 232 8255
6FT deli case Globe slicing
machine oarnstock castle
oven
double
901 593 5439
BOGARD trucking and ex
c.avating inc We haul top
sat gravel NI dirt white
rock rip rap 759 1828
EMPIRE 70 000 btu LP gas
heater, excellent condition
$300 753 3337
NEW 16 & 165' Balm
truck toes $60 & up Also
XP2000 W L Generals, 1st
line at low low prices Lots
of used ores $10 $15 $20
each Warehouse Tire 400
Industrial Road 753-1111
OLD time bath tub with claw
feet $450 753 6.376
PATIO door & frame fits
opening 511 wide 611 6in tall
753 3628

A FROST tree side by side
& regular size refrigerator,
washer & dryer, electric
stove 354 8.528
NICE 1411 Whirlpool re
frigerator frost free al
mond in color excellent
condition 753 7542 after
4pm

Domestic
& Chilckars
CLEANING Service to
home or business Also
have carpet cleaner, experienced, have references
Call 492 8238
CLEANING house is my
business Reliable and experienced references Call
Linda 759-9553

SEASONED firewood $5
per rick You cut 492 8254
after 5pm

3PC 40ish style wood patio
furniture. also 4pc white
wicker w/cushions Call
stter 5pm 759-2580
BASSETT dining room suit,
table.6 chairs hutch. $600
753-1362 days 435-4236
nights

220
Musical
PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk 753 9600

K T I and Associates otter
rig•full line of investigative
services Bel Air Center
753 3868 or 436 6099
270
Mobile
Homes For Sale

The
Dinner Bell Restaurant
On Hwy. 68 - 1/2 mile from
Jonathan Creek Bridge

Open Thurs., Fri.,
Sat. & Sun.
Week Days 4 p.m.-9 p.m.
Sunday 11:30 a.m.-9 p.m.

354-6521

particiam this
entuck-

Terry
Tatlock

:04C,

Licensed
Agent

MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP
We represent several of the top rated
companies including; Continental General, CNA, Employers Health, ICH, Principal Mutual, Travelers, Union Bankers &
Washington National, to give you the best
possible rates and benefits For 'Top
Companies and Top Service" contact
Terry at: 753-4199

expert
IC DuffyIStPh to

McConnell Ins, Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

KING size waterbed mirror
bookcase headboard 4
drawer pedestal padded
rails $175 489-2694
KING size
753-2429

waterbed

ALTERATIONS and re- NEW sofa loveseat &
pairs Rental gowns & tuxe- chair $750 new red nor,
dos Ruth's See and Sew. $150 Pecan coffee & end
Country Square 1608 N
table with brass lamp
121 Murray 753-6981
$150 354 8082
SEWING lobs wanted in- QUEEN size waterbed
cluding formal wear
$150 759 1914
753-1061

ABSOLUTELY great op
portunity Fully stocked hog
farm geared for quick return On investment Perfect
setting wooded private
Highly functional Lagoon
system EPA approved All
barns with own feed auger
system Farrow to finish
operation 20 crate farrow
ing barn 3 topping floors 1
nursery Other outbulid
logs Owner enioys reputa
non for high quality
purebred and crossbred
stock and maintained fine
health record Established
clientele for private sales
Phone 901 782 3395
LOCAL snack route 10
machines $6200 includes
everything
1 800 440-7070
125
Computers
IBM compatible computer
some sothvare $600 Cal
753 5350

120
Aillsetaleate
For Rent

1 OR 20r opts new downtown Murray 753 4100
NCR CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1. 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759 4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity
NOW taking applications
for Section 8 law rent housing Apply in person at
Southside Manor. 906
Broad St Extended between Sam 12noon No
phone calls *lase Equal
Housing Opportunity

12x52 WITH 12x52 addi
Don has good lumber, must ONE bedroom and room for
rent, furnished very nice
be moved 7510751
753-1252 days 753 0606
1983 CLAYTON 14x65 after 5pm
furnished or unfurnished
Must sell Call Greg SPACIOUS 2br, 2 bath duplex appliances furnished
759 4522 or 345 2345
central air & gas heat
1986 BUCCANEER 14x70 $475. rrio, 1 month deposit
2br 2 bath 753 3645 or 1 year lease No pets
753 9305
753-2905
1991 SOUTHERN Living
2br 2 bath excellent condi
Don 753-8156,- 7530765
after 6pm
1992 BELMONT 16x80
3br. very nice island
kitchen best insulation &
carpet $19500 3548411
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
home electric services 200
amp $375 100 amp $325
435 4027

TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1 2 & 3 bed
rooms handicap acoessi
ble Equal Housing Oppor
tunity Apply Hilldale Apts
or call
Ky
Hardin
502 437 4113
UNFURNISHED 1 or 2br
Wrefrigerator, sewage &
garbage pickup furnished
No pets 753 6609

QUALITY homes depend
able service and afford
able prices have made us
one of the Southeast's
largest and oldest dealer NEAR MSU kitchen, Irving
ships Shop & compare, room privileges, utilities
Dinkins Mobile Homes Inc furnished Coleman RE
Hwy 79E Paris TN 753 9898
1 800-642 4891 Open
week days Ill 7pm Sat DI
6pm and Sunday 1 to 6pm
250
Mobile
Hanes For Rent

NEW condition 77, ton
Trane heat & air unit Will
accept bads 753-1300. after 7pm 489-2116

2BR near MSU with stove &
refrigerator red hookup
security deposit,
Lease
references No pets
753 1059

CREEKVIEW Sell storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20-$40Vmo 759-4081

PROFESSIONAL office
space for lease on or about
09123193 (formerly MTG
Realty) approx 3200sq 4f1
with 4 private offices 9
personal office areas.
reception/work station,
waiting area Fully carpeted,2 bath employee
lounge or 6400sq ft
Olympic Plaza Shopping
Center 506 N 12th SLiMur
ray 753 9469
SHOP or storage
22ftx4Ott 759-4104

TRAILER & small cabin on
lake for sale and fr. of acre
of land 753-1038 after
4pm

Lake
Propsely
FRESH on the market is
this rustic cabin in the
woods on a lovely lakefront
lot Lots of privacy with this
attractive cottage $47,500
MLSO 5217 Contact Kop
perud Realty 753-1222

Lets
Fee Sale

380

2 LOTS in Crappie Hollow
Shores,$1250 obo Call Be
Smith (504) 365-0279 in
BALI python snake Cal New Orleans
759-4680 or 7530600
BUILDING lots in subdivi
Pea
& &wise

Opportunity

Knights of Columbus Hall

You are invited to nominate yourself or a
qualified acquaintance to serve on the Calloway
County Board of Education, Division One.
There is a vacancy created by the resignation
of Mr Ray Dunn

Activity
Board members are involved in four main
tasks:

01.I1/ 1 ,-i lilt

, I,1 c
1(

0466
.
753

P0

10. 141'16A I

neraii,

Box 1033

(04

Murray

50cSoi n6
'
Ask us about a sign!
(502) 382-2306
Located on Hwy. 94

West

4BR 3', bath home built to
quality standards Features
2 master suites larce bright
kitchen large side entry
garage with built in Great
closet space & many other
outstanding features Ado
cent hat available Located
in Southwest Villa Estates
MLS e5164 Contact Kop
peud Realty 753 1222

You are invited to nominate yourself or a
qualified acquaintance to serve on the Calloway
County Board of Education, Division Four
There is a vacancy created by the resignation
of Mr Garry Evans

Activity
Board members are involved In four main
tasks:
'Developing policy making guidelines
that govern the operation of schools
'Providing visionary leadership and
vigorous stewardship with long-range
educational plans and programs

'Providing visionary leadership and
vigorous stewardship with long-range
educational plans and programs.

'Hiring the district superintendent and
Issuing annual evaluation reports
Setting local tax rates and ensuring
'
that public funds are spent wisely and
efficiently

Requirements
'At least 24 years old

'At least 24 years old

'Kentucky citizen for the last three
years

'Kentucky citizen for the last three
years

Registered voter in the Calloway
'
County School District, Division Four

'Registered voter in the Calloway
County School District, Division One

'High school diploma or GED certificate

'High school diploma or GED certificate

WOOD WORKS

3BR, 2 bath brick home
central tua located be
tween Murray 8 Mayfield
Alot of recent updates
Home in great condition
Good buy at $61,500 Con
tact Kopperud Realty
75.3-1222 MLS14808

Kentuckians havean unprecedented chance to
rebuild the state's school system and local boards
are central to the reform movement Share a
sense of pride with other citizens by serving the
children of the Calloway County School District

'Developing policy making guidelines
that govern the operation of schools

Requirements

KY 94 Weal 10 JOnnny RObereon ROW
1/4 tr144
lOtithE SCI Hale Road nent On SQ Hew Roed

3I3R, 1 bath brick house
2100. sq ft, large lot in
Ciroarama. 905 Fairiane
753-3793

Opportunity

'Setting local tax rates and ensuring
that public funds are spent wisely and
efficiently

,Doors *pion •I 5001

3800 SO ft of quality house
located at 1556 Canterbury
Dr Building personal
home Would consider
trade Call 753 3672 after
5pm

HELP LEAD THE CALLOWAY
COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT TO
EDUCATIONAL EXCELLENCE

HELP LEAD THE CALLOWAY
COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT TO
EDUCATIONAL EXCELLENCE

'Hiring thedistrict superintendent and
Issuing annual evaluation reports

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00

34B$4. 2 bath ranch in
quiet neighborhood near
aty schools great room
with fireplace large tarnity
style kitchen newly decor
sled, all appliances in
cluded neatly landscaped
freshly painted exterior 2
car garage $87900 Call
for appointment 759 1850
or drive by 1615 Magnolia
Dr

BREEDERS Close Out lion with limited restrictions
Special' AKC registered (no mobile homes) Some
Boxers. Champion blood- wooded Southwest School
line 2 female pups 7 District, natural gas city
weeks old, one adutt 3yrs water, cablevision 3 3
miles from city limns Fi
Your chaos $150 Call JJ
naming available Lots as
Co 753-2511, 759-25.49
low as $4500 753 5841 or
HAVE an obedient, safe 753-1566
dog tor show or home
Classes or private lessons QUAIL Road Subdivision
IBR garage & half 3 story
Serving Murray for over A lovely new subdivision
with basement on 2 lots
12yrs 436-2858
located rust 2 miles south of
lakefront, Pine Bluff area
Murray No city taxes, but
$95,000 Call 436 2573 al
PEGS Dog Grooming
city sewer, water, cable, ter 6pm
753-2915
underground eiectricrty,
newly paved streets Prices 7 ROOMS 2 baths 11
4r1r1
4 range from
$9900 to acres, owner financing pos
$18000 with special incen- sible Calloway County
Produce
tives available to early buy
near lake 436 2606
FALL apples & Damson & era For plat 8 restrictions
prune plums Call to place call Kopperud Realty
your order 753 4725 or 753-1222 MISS 5020
BRICK ranch 4br 2 bath
753 9468
TWO Large lots in Kentarus 12x26 screened deck on
development Hamlin Ky Large kitchen new roof
One extension table 6 equipmentlool shed Ap
Real
eaves no chairs 5 cubic prox 3 5 acres fenced for
horses or cattle Off Bethel
Estate
feet freezer 753-7753
Church Rd 5 miles north
FOR sae Land 10 acres TWO large lots located on east of Murray 759 4947
65
near
lake,
280
acres
45
Ponertown
20 sass
after 6pm
acres 8 100 acres Also $3500 for both 759-1927
GREAT LOCATION 3br
will rent 753 1300 after before 1m
2'4 bath home on approx 1
7pm 489-2116
acre, 2 miles from town
.15n
KOPPERUD Realty has
Welcoming decor Shown
Fans,
buyers waiting to purchase
by appointment 753 9475
Fes Saki
homes all price ranges 8
brick on
you are thinking of selling 40 ACRES, 16 tendable, SHARP well built
3rd
contact one of our courte- sown now in Red Clover, Elm Streel den or
kitchen tiled
ous and professional very good deer hunting bedroom, new
new ca
agents at 753 1222 or stop West of Crossland on State bathroom with
benets, nice utility room
by office at 711 Mari St Line CM 492 8614
new carpet over hardwood
KY Lake near liven Cobb
Large storage shed carport
Resort Lakefront, wooded
fenced yard $40s Must
Spacious 2br, ••t-in
see call 753 7542 atter
kitchen. deck and screened
5pm
Homes
porch, 145,0008m Owner
For Sae
STATELY 12 room home
financing possible Shown
by appointment only 2BR. 1 bath, 1100sq ft, on Man Street newly listed
several outbuildings, large Just west of university
9-259/26 502-241-0882
adpining lot available city Property also includes
RE/MAX Properties Ltd
water, cable lust a few lovely 8 large wooded lot &
Bob Pernn, Paul Dailey
nice garage apt $92 500
minutes from town
Center
Bel Air
$25,000 753 0680 after MLSI 5225 Contact Kop
502-753 SOLD, 4pm
pored Realty 753 1222
1 800 369 5780

Kentuckians havean unprecedented chance to
rebuild the sta te's school system and local boards
are central to the reform movement Share a
sense of pride with other citizens by serving the
children of the Calloway County School District.

WILL do house cleaning
Call Betty 474-2131 nights
WILL sit with sick or elderly
Call 474 2386 ask for Barbara Canup

NICE 2br home with lakeview and wrap around
deck, in beautiful Pena
arna Shores Ramp swim
ming reit A water lovers
$450/mo
dream

SINGLE female want to
rent 22 3011 camper Oct
Dec for stationary use dur
mg home construction
753-7049

1909 WISWELL Road. 2br.
753 6266,
1 s bath
437-4855

SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
OlOCITIC or gas Walking dis
lance to college 753 5209

070

2BR house Must have
good heat source Have
infant and pets Please cat
762 3185 and leave
message

58R, 2 bath brick home
Newly decorated. aty convenience & large lot Cam
753-5246 between
9arn 3pm for details

210

Firewood
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collecoons Call 753 9433 A FIREWOOD for sale
after 5pm
437 4667

OVER the road drivers
AUTOMOTIVE technician-- -Syrs verifiable experience
CDL license. 23yrs of age
Full time experience man
datory salary based upon or over Reefer Rollins
DCS 50275.3-1156
experience benefits pack
age included Call for ap- PART time worker needed
pointment,Cunningham for mowing 753 6986
Auto Repair 753-6831
SAFETY Advisors $2150
DO you need a GED? Do per month Company wit
you need hope for the hi train Call Monday thru Fn
ture and help to get a solid day, 9am 1pm only
career? We have 22 JOB 615 399 8269
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high WANTED barmaids wait
school students Call messes & dancers $500
753-9378 Five days a week plus weekly Doll House
Paris, Tn
Cale
between 8 00am 3 00pm
We are an EOE This pro 901 642 4297 7pm 2am
pot is funded by the West- WANTED Pressman &
ern Kentucky Private InBindery positions awned'
dustry Council JTPA
ate openings for exper
LEGAL secretary Send re- ienced personnel Call
Marc 502 753-8802 Innosume to PO Box 1594
vative Printing Murray KY
Murray KY 42071

Locations Coast to Coast

HOSFORDS Boat Storage
has spaces avadabie up to
1211x3011 Call 753 3143

200

**POSTAL JOBS**
Sari $11 Ilihr • benefits

La11;11:11112111:11111
Office: 753-6910

i BM compauble 286 640K 30HP tractor. 2yrs old
hard drive 3 'disc drive used only 2 3hrs I will de
$6 8 00
Arnber monitor DOS 3 3 liver
mouse some programs 1 314 568 3350
$700 753 4275 after 5pm
TOBACCO sticks for saki
or leave message
492 8254

Attention Murray

America's Second Car

1-800-THE-DUCK

EARN up to $1000 weekly
processing mail Start now
No experience Free supplies Free into No oblige
bon Send SASE to Hi Lo
Dept 28 PO Box 3648 San
Angelo TX 76902

Homes
For Sale

'Except in limited circumstances,
board members may not have a relative employed by the school district

'Except in limited circumstances,
board members may not have a relative employed by the school district

Pick up an application at the Ca lloway County
Board of Education office at 2110 College Farm
Rood, Murray, Kentucky, between 800 a m and
430 p m

l'ick up an application at theCalloway County
Boa rd of Education office at 2110 College Farm
Road, Murray, Kentucky, between 800a !nand
430 p m

Mail the completed form to Crimmissioner
Thomas Boysen, 500 Memo Street, Capital Plaza
Tower, Fronk/on, KY 40601 Applications must •
be postmarked by September 20, 1993

Mail the completed form to Commissioner
Thomas Boysen, 5(X) Memo Street, Capital Plaza
Tower, Frankfort, KY 40601 Applications must
be postmarked by September 20, 1993
•
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1971 JEEPSTER Commando, 4 wheel ebbe. 86
V4 motor. low miles meal
top, big area. 437-4042.
1963 CHEVY Suburban,
454 motor. 7534815.
1996 CHEVY Stems&
lab. low mileage. aticallwit
condemn. new mg radii
tir•s, garage kept.
753-6176 after Ilgint
1992 014C Sonoma,
loaded, VI, sir Cal Wore

3 BR. 2 bath, by
owner EY Subd..
large wooded lot, 2
of cxcar garage.,
true large familY
wiftrenime,
room
large storage bldg.
S90's.Call Bob or Lou
Davis 753-0822
.170

2prn 753-2783.

Motorcycles
1989 V-MAX Yamaha
great condition, 7,XXX
miles Phone 753-3343
1989 YAMAHA Virago.
mint condition 753-2429

1977 AIR Stream. 0000.
436-2883

1992 HAFILEY Davidson
883, 5sp, IXX miles
4.36-2160 after 5prn

24FT Nomad Camper,fully
self contained, sic awnirva,
new refrigerator, asking
$4300 Can be seen at
Piney Campground, 0-36
502-437-4902

DISCOUNT parts dependable SerVICO for all brands
MOTORCYCLE PARTS 8
SERVICE, north of Murray
on Coles Campground Rd
Open weekdays 4pm-6pm.
•
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Sat tOarn 3pm

520

Boas
4 *MN

C CI NOME Rapala. Cal
753-9499.
GENERAL Flassir plumbing, roofing. We. wort
4362442.
GERALD WALTERS.
Rooting, vet0 siding, painting. Free astimates. 1$
yams eigerisnoe. Load ',broncos. 4362701.
NADAWAY Construclion
Remodeling vinyl eking
vinyl replacement windows, vinyl flooring
435-2062
HANDYMAN wi do *nibing. eledricei, carpentry
and general repair,
753-0506
K.B. ASSOCIATES. General construction, ransodelWig, garages,dada.patios.
interior Vim. 753-0634.
KITCHEN CABINET RECOVERY existing doors &
frames with woo:Apron brmica, ail colors. Free estimates. Wulfrs Fier:every
Murray. 4365500.

SUREVIAY Tree &Sala,
Reewval. kaurad watt
ins of
Flee astionetse
enr-or night,
753-6494.
THE Guest Ca Searniess
aluminum gullets, variety
of 00f0111. Licensed. ensued. Esdnais avellable
7594990.

ameba
011end

[iiii

VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
Simko Center, cateringNirricing &IC most repairs
$36 Free esammes.Route
1, Alma. Open 9-12, 1-S,
Mon -Fri. 753.0630.
WANTED: light hauling.
tress trimmed or removed.
Call Don 753-2772 or
753-2320_

WINCKAN& bow repel.
RePar.
*minim or wood 20pe
experience. 753-2330
prompt service.
Fee
OWEN
FREE kittens 753-1258.

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card
MasterCard

Call Us Today!

753-1916

CUNNINGHAM'S Hoeing
and Cooing Service. ComUsed
plate installation and sewCars
vic•. Call Gary at
1985 RANGER 373 V. 200 750-4754.
1979 MERCURY Marquis. Mercury, fully equipped,
4dr 753-1598
excellent shape 753-0509. DRYWALL finiahing. reprint, addibons and Mow1981 MERCEDES 300S0
ing ceilings. 753-4761.
excellent condition. $8000
obo 753-7957
ELECTRICAL-Ron Hall
Heating,Cooing & Electric,
1982 PONTIAC Grand
Inc. Service, salsa and inPrix, $850 753-8965
Available beginning
staltabon. (502) 435-4699,
1984 STRATUS 375 V with
1987 Mercury 150. Cal
753-8313 ask for Jason

Oct. 1st private boat
storage stalls 11 ft.

1985 BMW, black metallic,
two door. all power, moon
roof, 69.XXX miles, new
Radials, excellent condition 489-2704 after fipm

Taking
reservations now.

1985 CHEVY Celebrity, all
power. 4dr. excellent condition, or trade for small
pickup as good as car,
753-2976
1985 PONTIAC 6000 LE,
high miles. runs good,
$1000 753-9696
1487 OLDS Regency, 1
owner car, $4995
753-1319
1990 RED Grand Am LE,
a/c, am/tm cassette, tilt,
cruise, all power, ground
effects, auto, sharp, $6750.
753-8098

wide • 30 ft deep,
10110 ft overhead
door.

$50/mo-12 mo contract
$55/trio -6 mo. contract
$60imonthly rate

753-4408

II3 Serials
1 A A-1 Hauling, tree trimming, tree removal, cleaning out sheds, attics,8 odd
lobs Free estimates
436-2102 Luke Lamb.

* Four Star *
Mobile Home
Parts & Service

1991 HONDA Accord LX,
4dr, beige metallic, all
power, am/fm tape, atc. Michelin radials, $11,600_
489-2704 after 6pm.

Porches and decks

CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard Music, Murray's Alpine Car Audio Specialist,
Dixieland Center, 1 block
from MSU dorms

Everiock vinyl
underpinning
K Rok underpinning
Doors, Windows,
Metal Siong, Floor
Repair
Miller Air Conditioning

CAR stereo installer, experience required. Send resume to PO Box 48, Murray, Ky 42071
MUST se111 1982 Trans Am,
V-8 auto, pis, p/b, p/w, new
Wes, runs good, body in
good condition, $1800 obo
1986 Celebrity, body in
good condition, runs perfect, $2900. 753-2366
1985 CAMARO Berlinetta
104K, white, p/w, cfc. digital
dash, $3000 762-2926

Vans
1986 (LATE) GMC Safari,
bought new, never
wrecked excellent condiSon Phone 753-1628
510

Used
Trucks
1971 CHEVY truck, good
$1000
condition
489-2435

available with metal
roof
Silver roof coating
White roof coating

Mobile Home
Spaces For Rent

Phone 502-492-8488
Hwy. 641
* N. Hazel *
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats. RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

435-4327.

Carpet & vinyl, commerciel &
residential. We instal Berber tool Cal 753-2504 ask
for like Goforth.
CHIM Chien Clilisaey
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts. We eel
chimney ceps and etswans.
435-4191.
COUNTERTOPS. custom.
Homes, trailers, offices.
Wulfrs Recovery, thirty.
436-5560
Al lA al around mowing &
Was trimming & light hauling. Call 436-2528 ask for
Mark.
Al, AL'S hauling, yard
work, tree remove, mow-

CARPET !nonillion.

ing Free estimates.
759-1683.

Service. Stump
removal and spraying. Free
estimates. 753-0906 after
5gan: 759-9816, 753-0496
AIR Condiboning-Ron Hal
Heating, Cooing & Bectric,
Inc. Service, sales and installation. (502) 435-4699,
435-4327.
ALPHA Builders - Carpentry, remodeling, porches.
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance,etc. Free estimates.
489-2303.
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking. 753-8066.
APPLIANCE REPAIRS:
Factory trained by 3 mirror
manufacturers. All work
and pans warranted. Ask
for Andy at The Applivios
Works, 753-2455.
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 30. years experi•nc•. BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848.
BACKHOE SERVICE.
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement 759-1515,
BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Septic system, driveways, hauling,foundations,
etc 759-4664
BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service All work guaranteed 753-1134 or
Al TREE

CUSTOM IUTCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:
Custom Woodworking

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
CV SUNG(IRW

MURRAY (Berund Bunny Wend)
7S3 MAO

TAYLOR BUILDS ON YOUR LOT
NO
P

1,.4.111$4.
1550 SQ VT' BRICK 110‘it- FOR ONLY 551,900 00
New 3 bedroom ranch, atergy 1r-1'1K:tent, bock borne with
2 full badta. Fueplsoe, central beat & sir, vaulted ceding,
diahwasher, range, skybght, and many mom amenities
Custom birth on crawl apace

41AYLOR BUILDING
CORPORATION
Ot•er 1.000 Satisfied CosaSoneare Since 1958
MODEL AVAILABLE
(502)582- L1100
(1182)544-311117
Basement and Garage Optional

NEW COORDINATOR - Doris Clark, Coordinator of African-American
Student Recruitritent and Retendon at Murray State University, discusses
new programs %Nth Dr. Don Robertson, assistant vice president for student
affairs at Murray State.

MSU's Women's Center
offers seies of lectures
The Women's Center at Murray
State University has planned a series of lectures during the fall
semester for MSU students living in
university residence halls.
The following programs in the
series will take place from 4 to 5:30
p.m. on Wednesdays in the main
lobby of the residence hall listed
below:
*Sept. 15 - Super Student: Survival Skills for the Nontraditional
Student will be conducted in conjunction with College Courts
(Springer Hall).
•Sept. 22 - Save Yourself! A Self
Defense Workshop (2nd floor, Regents Hall).
*Sept 29 - Sexual Choices: Information to Help You Choose
Wisely will be conducted in conjunction with Springer Hall (Richmond Hall).

'Oct.6 - What Men arid Women
Students Should Know About Peer
Harassment and Date Rape (Clark
Hall).
'Oct. 13 - The Storm Within:
Managing Anger and Aggression
(Franklin Hall).
'Oct. 20 - A Roundtable Discussion of the Special Issues Confronting Women of Color on Campus
(Hester Hall).
*Nov. 3- Variations on a Theme:
Men Speak Out Against Sexual
harassment (Hart Hall).
'Nov. 10. Food and Fantasy, a
discussion dealing with eating disorders (Elizabeth Hall).
In addition to these programs, a
program addressing heterosexam is
tentatively planned for 7 p.m., Oct.
12 at the Curris Center Theater. Tim
Rice of the Kentucky Fairness Alliance will be the guest speaker.

Another tourist killed in Florida

MONTICELLO, Fla. (AP) A British tourist was shot to
death today and a second was
wounded in a botched robbery
attempt at a highway rest stop.
It was the second such attack
on a foreign visitor in less than a
week in Florida.
Details were sketchy, but the
couple from Yorkshire, England,
apparently was attacked early
today at the rest stop on Interstate
436-5832
10, said Jefferson County Sheriff
BRYON'S LAWN SERKen
Fortune.
VICE Free estimates.
753-4591
CARPET and vinyl installation and repairs. Glen 13ebber, 759-1247.

They were sleeping in their car
when approached by two men
who asked for money, Fortune
said. "They woke up and tried to
back out and that's when they
were shot," he said.
The man was shot in the neck
and was dead at the scene, and
the woman was grazed in the
chest by a bullet and was in good
condition at Tallahassee Regional
Medical Center, said hospital
spokesman Warren ,Jones.
There were no arrests.

situation looks bleak indeed.
East dealer.
But faint heart ne'er won fair
North-South vulnerable
lady,so you play the queen of hearts
NORTH
and finesse after East follows low.
4542
IP Q J 862
When the finesse succeeds, you are
LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203.
• 10 5
in better shape than before-but not
yet out of the woods. You still needa
•A 8 2
MOODY'S TOWN repair.
favorable diamond division to carry
EAST
WEST
Pick up and delivery.
* A 83
•KQJ 10976 off the grand slam.
753-5668
This must be your lucky day, for
•
K 97
•
1054
MR Chimney, Chimney
when you next play the A-K of dia•8 3
•J 4 2
cleaner 492-8723.
monds, both defenders follow suit
•76 5 4 3
•PAINTING, exterior, interand the grand slam is in the bag.
SOUTH
ior Call Charlie Rains
There are no more hurdles to sur4753-5754
mount, despite the fact that West
•A 3
PLANNING your dream
outnumbers you in trumps.
4AKQ976
house, making additions or
You continue playing diamonds,
•KQJ 109
just remodeling? Lit me The bidding:
planning to discard dummy's four
Reasonable
rates.
help
hearts if West does not ruff at any
South West North
Cal 755-9924 afar 5prn or East
point and then lead the ace of hearts
1•
1•
Pass
Pass
please leave message
to sew up the rest of the tricks.
Pass
Pans
3•
649
PLUMBING repairman with 64
If West ruffs any one of your redPass
7•
Pass
same day service Call Opening lead - ace of spades.
suit winners as you play them, you
436-5255
Let's assume that, rightly or overruff with dummy's eight
ROCKY COLSON Home wrongly, you get to seven clubs on thereby equalizing West's trump
Repair Roofing, siding. the bidding shown and West leads length with yours - and draw his
painting, plumbing, con- the ace ofspades. You ruff,of course, trumps to bring the matter to a happy
crete Free estimates Cal
and undoubtedly regret having failed conclusion.
474-2307.
The hand is a good illustration of
todoublesizspades,since seven clubs
SHEETROCK finishing, is not a healthy contract.
how you must think positively when
textured ceilings Larry
This view is reinforced when you attempting to land a hazardous conChrwman 41924742
sad. trump to the ace and East tract. You don't always get punished
TYPING Editing Re- shows out. On top of all your other for an occasional overbid-the trick
sumes.ISM papers, manu- troubles, you find that West now has is to take advantage of a favorable
scripts, sic 41 SO/P1194 more trumpi than you have,and the situation when opportunity knocks.
759-9660
Tomorrow: The element of luck.
LAWN mowing service. Insured Coleman Benefiel
phone 759-4564.

Pictured vs Murray Nigh School Band Director John Stroube, Band
Representatives Richard Robinson, Sara Klaus, and Mike Stetley, and Band '
Director Beth Stribling. The Murray Band attended the Lone Oak Invitational
Band Contest Saturday. The band was second place In their class.
Percussion and Drum Major we also awarded second place scores.
Director Stroube said of the band's performence,"w• have a lot Of work Mill
ahead of us In order to realize the potential of this show,but the band has the
heart and attitude it will take to we continuously improved results."

New dialing method to
alter long-distance calls

Boat Storage
at Lee Marine

1984 GUTLESS Supreme,
good condition $1800
1989 Nissan, Sap pickup,
65.XXX miles, $4250
1-382-2846 or 1-382-2461

Tod
days

Telephone numbers are an endangered species of sorts. There just
aren't enough of them to gD around
in the United States and Canada.
"The explosive growth of new
communications technologies during the 1980s caused a surge in the
number of seven-digit telephone
numbers," explained South Central
Bell Manager Dwane Tucker."Cellular phones, fax machines,computer modems, personal pagers and
other devices have ;Awed a constant
demand on the pool of available
numbers."
The new dialing method will free
North American telephone companies to assign numbers with prefixes
using0or I as the second numbergreatly expanding the number of
telephone numbers available. Previously, Os and Is were only used as
the second digit in area codes, Mr.

Tucker explained.
The solution, being phased in
both countries by the end of 1994, is
to introduce a new "North American
Dialing Plan" which calls for dialing
an area code whenever "1" or "0" are
dialed -even if it's the same area
code as the caller's, Mr. Tucker
explained.
Mr. Tucker said customers
should reprogram alarm systems,
speed dialers on telephones and fax
machines and computer modems
with the extra three digits now 502 in the western half of the state,
606 in the eastern half.
The new dialing plan will not
change I+ calls for Kentucky Area
Calling Service subscribers. "Area
Calling Service subscribers dial
their expanded calling areas hy
dialing seven digits just like traditional local calls," he said.
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Disaster benefits deadline set
The Calloway County ASCS
Office reminds farmers that Friday, Sept 17, is the final date to
apply for "quality loss" disaster
benefits on 1990, 1991 and 1992
crops.
Eligible crops for quality losses include wheat, corn, barley,
oats, grain sorghum, soybeans
and tobacco.

Farmers that suffered a quality
loss to an eligible crop in any of
the above years should take
records of the crop production to
the local ASCS office at 201
South Johnny Robertson Rd.
Payments for quality losses
will be determined based on the
number of applications received
and are subject to a national factor reduction.

EC

TODO

AMA-

HOROSCOPES
WEDNESDAY,SEPTEMBER 15, 1993
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth, call I-900-988-7788. Your phone company will Pli you 95
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE property you may own.
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
VIRG()(Aug. 23-Sept. 22t. A
Your unique brand of good luck will reluctance to commit may he under
"make the coming months an espe- mining a relationship. Other peoplc
cially successful time for you. In may be waiting for you to take the
December, you emerge from a corn- lead. Count on them to come
petition stronger than ever. Thank through when you do. Discuss ans
your associates for their help. The financial problems.
career seeds you sow early in 1994
LIBRA (Sept. 23-(),.1 22i: A
will provide a rich harvest. Plow gap may need bridging now . Your
extra profits back into the business, attempts to negotiate a compromise
An alliance formed next spnng will
win widespread approi,al. You and
prove long-lasting. Love brings both your co-workers make a strong
pleasure and new concerns.
team. A creative venture Aim bring
CELEBRITIES BORN ON new prospenty.
THIS DATE: movie director Oliver
2! r A
SCORPIO (Oct. 23
Stone, sportscaster Merlin Olsen. project started today might seem
quarterback Dan Marino, actor small. Cio not despair. It could gross
Tommy Lee Jones.
into something very big Your
ARIES (March 21 -April 19): A efforts to obtain outside talents
day when courting VIPs behind the resources meet with succes,.
scenes will win you approval. An
22 De.
smarrARrus
inside tip gives you a career edge. 21): Your innovative methods firing
Stop brtxxling about lost opportuni- a home or work project up to Teed
ties. A yen to spend should be A team rallies when the see that
curbed.
you are willing to work right along
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): side them. Gi‘e key partnerships
Your poise under pressure is a terrif- extra attention.
ic asset. Meeting the heat of career
CAPRICORN (Dec 22-1in
demands or fiery negotiations with 19): You tend to overspend ccii
cool handling will douse a fire and when you have promised to exercise
:tiring victory,
greater restraint. Luckily. your hard
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): work finally has given you the edge
Your enthusiasm for a special pro- over your competitors.
ject or individual returns: Be a bit
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20- Feh I s
more assertive in social situations Agreeing to do a favor because . 1,11
and you will find it easier to make hate to say "no- could prove costly.
friends.
Taking a fresh approach to a work
CANCER (June 2I -July 22): or school assignment catapults you
Take stock of your talents and ahead. Welcome a chance to social resources before volunteenng to aid lie tonight.
a community project. You attract all
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20).
the creative people at a social event.
Develop your skills as a financial
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Emo- expert. Learn more about real estate.
tions run high at home or work, stocks and the economy. Harness
Recognize that a-current relationship your vivid imagination to practical
may not be all you hoped for. It pays endeavors.
to be more diplomatic. Upgrade any
TODAY'S CHILDREN will lead amazingly adventuresome lives.
Level-headed and brave, they keep their feet on the gnnind at all times. It
someone does them wrong. however, they will never forget it. It is very
important for these Virgo% to hold a job that suits their personality . Enter
prising and conscientious, they are always looking for ways to improve productivity. Wise parents and employers will shower these earnest Virgo. with
both praise and encouragement. The support of those they respect means
everything to them.
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TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 14. 1993

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

TODAY IN HISTORY

LOOKING BACK

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. Sept. 14, the 257th day of 1993. There are 108
days left in the year.
Highlight
Today's
in
History:
On Sept. 14, 1814. Francis Scott Key wrote his famous poem "The
Star-Spangled Banner" after witnessing the British bombardment of
Fort McHenry in Maryland.
On this date:
In 1807, former Vice President Aaron Burr was acquitted of a misdemeanor charge two weeks after he was found innocent of treason.
In 1812, the Russians set fire to Moscow after an invasion by Napoleon Bonaparte's troops.
In 1847. U.S. forces under Gen. Winfield Scott took control of
Mexico City.
In 1901, President William McKinley died in Buffalo, New York,
of gunshot wounds inflicted by an assassin. Vice President Theodore
Roosevelt succeeded him.
In 1959, the Soviet space probe Luna Two became the first manmade object to reach the moon as it crashed onto the lunar surface.
In 1963, Mary Ann Fischer of Aberdeen, S.D., gave birth to America's first surviving quintuplets, four girls and a boy.
In 1975, Pope Paul VI declared Mother Elizabeth Ann Bayley Seton
the first U.S.-born saint.
Ten years ago: The U.S. House of Representatives voted, 416-0, in
favor of a resolution condemning the Soviet Union for shooting down
a Korean jetliner on Sept. 1, calling it a "cold-blooded, barbarous
attack."
Five-years ago: Hurricane Gilbert slammed-into-Mexico's Yucatan
Peninsula after forcing thousands of residents to flee. Bad weather
forced Pope John Paul II to make an unscheduled stop in Johannesburg during a tour of southern Africa.
One year ago: Germany cut key interest rates for the first time in
five years, an action the United States and European Community
nations had been urging to help spur a world economic _.recovery.
Today's Birthdays: "Lone Ranger" Clayton Moore is 79. Actress
Zoe Caldwell is 60. Feminist author Kate Milieu is 59. Actor Nicol
Williamson is 55. Former Navy Secretary John F. Lehman is 51.
Singer-actress Joey Heatherton is 49. Actress Mary Crosby is 34.
Thought for Today: "America has been called a melting pot, but it
seems better to call it a mosaic, for in it each nation, people or race
which has come to its shores has been privileged to keep its individuality, contributing at the same time its share to the unified pattern of a
new nation." — King Baudouin I of Belgium.
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Ten years ago
Dr. Thomas C. Hogancamp and
Don C. Kelly have been named
as interim vice presidents at Murray State University to .fill positions left vacant by the sudden
death of James O. Hall on Sept.
10. ,
Charles H. Cella, Murray. High
School senior and -son of Dr. and
Mrs. Ronald Cella, has been
named as .a ,semifinalist in
National Merit Scholarship Corporation Merit Program.
Dorothy Olson entertained at a
meeting of Western District of
Alpha Della Kappa sorority for
teachers on Sept. 10 at Curris
Center, Murray State University.
Laurie Lou Martin and Robert
Brent Hatcher were married
recently at Church of Holy Nativity at Chicago, Ill.
Murray High School Soccer
Team beat Marshall County.

Twenty years ago
of Murray
Electric System and West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative
Corporation will probably get a
raise in their electricity rates early--next year, according to Bill
Barker, superintendent of MES
and John Edd Walker, general
manager of WKRECC.
A S125,000 grant Murray State
University Upward Bound Project
has be-announced by Congressman -Frank Albert Stubblefield.
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Coy will be
married for 50 years on Sept. 15.
Murray Lions Club will have
its annual light bulb sale on Sept.
25.
The Rey. Maxwell Sled& missionary on furlough from Nigeria,
spoke Sept. 9 at Memorial Baptist Church.
Thirty years ago
Many city streets will be paved
Local Customers

in the near future and bidi will be
asked for the paving as scion as
possible, according to action
taken by Mruray City Council.
Murray State College Football
Coach Don Shelton was speaker
at a meeting of Murray Lions
Club. He was introduced by Rob
Ray.
Dr. Harry Sparks will be the
featured speaker at a general
meeting of Murray Woman's
Club on Sept. 16, according to
Mrs. C.C. Lowry, president.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Larry Eugene Wilson, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ammond
Balentine, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Pat Dale Orr.
Christian Science services will
now be held at the new church
location at 1640 Farmer Ave..
Murray.
Forty years ago

q* is
-DEAR-A1313Y-Thir 4fau-i.ihTidating a nice young man ,24 years
olds who has appalling table manners. This bothers our daughter as
well as her father and me
For a college boy who was raised
in a metropolitan area bs seemingly:
educated parents and who has traveled extensively in Europe. we are
at a loss as to his terrible- table
manners.
The worst Hung of all- is his
smacking of his food We can overlook the boardinghouse reach and
elbows on the table, hut the smacking drives my husband and me
away from the table - as well as
from extending any invitation to eat
at restaurants. Our daughter is

missing out on Tieing
our club
Can you or your readers offer
any- subtle hints siithout causing a
rift in their relationship or ours? Is
there a b•sik on table etiquette for
young bus,liessmen' lie does read
your column!
NO TABLE MANNERS

litts-re- are malty- excellent
books on rtiquette available, as
near as your local bookstore.
My current favorite is Letitia
Baldrige's "The New Manners
for the Nineties" — very readable and comprehensive.

DEAR MANNERS: Your
daughter would be doing the
nice young man a favor if she
told him in a private, non-confrontational way that food
should be taken in small bites,
and chewed quietly with the
mouth closed, which should end
the smacking.

DEAR ABBY;
ABBY: I have worked in a
state government office Air 15 years
and take pride in my work. Several
women are now being allowed to
bring in their babies all day. even
though many child-care options are
available to them. Our old building
has very few amenities - no lunchroom, mu clean bathroom, or any

DAILY COMICS
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digits now —
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half.
; plan will not
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kiidofrivacy pro v-i-di-vd-TuITTiT:---- —
majority of employees. Many Of'my
work colleagues now spend a good
portion of their day fussing over
these babies instead of working
The mothers bring their babies
inti meetings and do not have the
courtesy•to leave if the babies start
crying or fussing or need to be
breast-fed. The office manager
brings in his own handicapped child
at his convenience, so my emir
plaints that babies and children are
very distracting in an office. espe
cially when trying to meet deadlines, have fallen on deaf ears The
other staff don't seem to be the least
concerned that there are no smoke
alarms. I dread to think what may
happen if there is a fire or an indent.
Abby, what do you and votir
readers think of babies and children
being allowed in public offices uith
their parents?
PERTURBED-IN-WASIIINGT(IN

DEAR PERTURBED:It is distracting to co-workers, and
therefore is not conducive to a
constructive work environment. And it's also unfair to the
children.

5scribers. 'Area
.ubscribers dial
illing areas by
;just like tradihe said.

• ••

DEAR ABBY: In our city. many
"out of work" people stand at traffic
lights and intersections.
I carry a few canned goods in mv:
car. And when I see someone stand
ing at a traffic light holding a sign
that says "Will Work for Food," 1
hand out a can of food and a sincere•
'God bless you7
•BR'ELYN M. HAMILTON,
TI SON,ARIZ
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DEAH DR.(;OTT !
hearing about yeast infections and III,'
medications that are available to I ro-.11
them Just what is a yeast infections
DEAR READER: As well as has lc!!
harmless bacteria in and on our be ,,s
ies. we also harbor yeasts. Cormnot)
locations for both types of micro''
ganisrn are the intestine. the moult
the vagina and the skin.
Ordinarily, the yeasts and hacleti,i
"Sorry, ma'am, but your neighbors have reported
live in symbiosis. meaning that tlics
don't bother each other - they esssi
not seeing your husband in weeks. We Just have
in a balance
and we hardly know
few questions, and then you can get back
they're there
to your canning."
On occasion, however, this balance
may be upset - by antibiotics. fever.
stress and a host of other factors
Then either the yeasts or the bacteria
CROSSWORDS
multiply excessively to cause symp
toms - diarrhea, ulcerations. infec
tion. vaginal discharge. or -rash.
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to Dr. and Mrs. J.M. Converse.
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Mohler.

DEAR ABBY

nputer modems

-nest Virgos ssith
y respect means

A tour of the test demonstration farm of Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Chambers of new Lynn Grove
was made by a group of Tennessee Valley Authority officials.
local farm officials and farm
families.
"Work is coming along swiftly
on the motel at the intersection of
Hazel Highway and Sycamore
Street," from column, "Seen &
Heard Around Murray" by James
C. Williams, publisher.
Murray High School Tigers
beat Russellville Paiteihers 12 to
6 in their season opening football
game.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Landon Nance, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. lack Ward, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Alton, a boy
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DEATHS
Mrs. Emily Jackson McReynolds
s'

s---

Services for Mrs. Emily Jackson McReynolds are today at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral Horne. Mayfield. The Rev.
Ray Provow is officiating.
Pallbearers are Tony Holmes. Tommy Holmes, Mark White.
Phil Bynum, Tony McReynolds and Kenneth Jackson. Burial
will follow in Maplewood Cemetery, Mayfield.
Mrs. McReynolds, 16, Mayfield. died Saturday at 7:48 p.m.
at Pinelake Medical Center, Mayfield.
Survivors include her husband. Michael McReynolds, and her
son, Dustin Bryon Bradley McReynolds, Mayfield; her father
.and stepmother. Edward and Dorothy Jackson, Martin. Tenn.;
her stepfather, David Story, .Mayfield; grandparents. James E.
and Betty C. Jackson, Water Valley; three sisters, Jessica Story,
Kimberly Story and Elaine Story, all of Mayfield; stepsister,
Michelle Bynum, Martin, Tenn.; two stepbrothers, Phil Bynum,
Martin, Tenn., and Grady Capp. Louisiana.

Mrs. Donna Short Story
Services for Mrs. Donna Short Story are today at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield. Will McSweeney
f ol I iciating.
Pallbearers are Shane Jackson, Steve Jackson, Danny Wayne
\filler. Tony Rowe, Terry Burnett, Bobby Story. James Gattis
and James Humphries. Burial will follow in Mayfield Memory
; dens.
Mrs Story, 37, Rt. 1, Mayfield, died Saturday at 7:28 p.m.
at Ihnelake Medical Center, Mayfield.
Survivors include her husband. David Story: three daughters,
Jessica Story, Kimberly Story and Elaine Story, all of Rt. 1,
Mayfield; two sisters, Mrs. Dale Smith, Rt. 2, Wingo, and Mrs.
Delma Miller, Rt. 1, Water Valley; one grandchild, Dustin
Byron Bradley McReynolds.

Mrs. Mary (Doris) Crick Irvin
Meniorial services for Mrs. Mary (Doris) Crick Irvin were,
Monday at 3 p.m. in the chapel of Filbeck-Cann Funeral Home,
Benton.
Mrs. Irvin, 61, Rt. 5, Mayfield, died Friday at 5 p.m. at
Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Survivors include two sons, Randy Edwards, Mayfield, and
Itionsif- Edwards; Draffenvitle; her mother, Mrs. Esta Crick. Brewers; two sisters, Mrs. Shirley Smith, Rt. 1, Kirksey, and Mrs.
Blanch Beach, Benton; half sister, Mrs. Rava- Nell Pillow,
Baton Rouge, La.; two brothers, Marion Crick, Paducah, and
Jimmy Crick, Kirkscy.

Mrs. Vonela L. Morton Barrett
Funeral rites for Mrs. Voneta I.. Morton Barrett were
conducted at Adams Chapel of
Mortuary, Muncie,
Parson
Ind.
Pallbearers were Chris Morton, Shane Terrell and Albert
Ret fitt, all nephews, John Paul
Hurbert Masters and
Larry. Lee. Burial was in Elm
Ridge Cemetery there.
Mrs. Barrett, 71, Muncie,
dicd Friday afternoon, Sept. 3,
at Ball Memorial Hospital,
Muncie. Her death followed a
brief illness.
She moved to Muncie with
her family in 1947 and worked at Ball Brothers there. She
was a member of Full Gospel -temple Church and People
Sympathy Club. One son,
(;en' Witty, preceded her in
Survivors include her twin
daughters, Mrs. Betty Lou
V. tty Schounce and Mrs.
V;;t1h1.1 Sue
Witty Wolf; two
111 . kh011en, Robert Schounce
Jr and Dasxn Cot: two greatd.hildren, Taylor Cot and

Piano testimony gives trial new tune
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Testimony in Bill Collins' extortion and tax trial turned to a
Christmas gift that once made
headlines - a S35,000 grand
piano for his wife, then -Gov.
Martha Layne Collins.
It has drawn attention in U.S.
District Court because of who
paid for it - Donaldson Lufkin
& Jenrette, a New York firm that
managed some of the biggest
bond issues of Mrs. Collins'
administration.
William Wilson, who operated
a piano-import business in Lexington. testified Monday that the
check he was given at Collins'
office to cover the cost of the
piano was from DU.
Collins, as the governor's husband, allegedly used influence to
have bond contracts awarded to
firms whose officers invested in
his real-estate and thoroughbred
horse partnerships.
The tax allegation is that he

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) With another budget battle looming in next year's legislative session, the state's universities are
being asked to prove their worth.
-• Friends of higher education in
Frankfort need help to show that
the money they give to the state's
universities and community colleges is being put to good use,
legislators told the state's education leaders.
"The system we use for allotting money to higher education
doesn't allow for any accountability," said House Speaker Joe
Clarke, D-Danville.
Clarke asked more than 2.00
higher-education officials attending Sunday's Higher Education
Trusteeship conference to find

ways to show that legislative
funds for universities arc helping
the state.
Clarke; Marshall Long of Shelbyville, who is chairman of the
House Appropriations and
Revenue Committee; and Senate
Majority Leader David Karem of
Louisville discussed the legislative climate with conference
participants.
Long said he was pleased state
government had spared higher
education during budget cuts this
year.
But it will be difficult to
exempt higher education from
future pain, Long said.
Both men said the Kentucky
Lottery should not be counted on
- a's a good source of additional

money for higher education.
Karem said he thinks public
support for higher education in
the state is decreasing.
That's not the case in the General Assembly, Karem said. And
he said decreasing public support
can be turned around by universities' working harder to reach

InuesIntents Since I8.5I

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM

their communities.
He also said university leaders
can improve their public support
by working on the image of higher education as an "economicdevelopment engine."
Clarke agreed.
am a believer that unless we
have a premier research university, we're not. going to attract the
high-tech jobs we need," Clarke
said.

Not often do you have a chance to
ride an elephant or walk away the
owner of a new car all under one
roof. But that could possibly happen to anyone who visits the West
Kentucky Exposition Center at
Murray State University this week.
Staff at the EXPO Center, which
is located on College Farm Road,
are busy preparing to host two
spectacular events within the next
few days. The Murray Rizpah

Shrine Circus is coming to the
EXPO Tuesday, Sept. 14 for 3 big
shows at 10 a.m., 2 p.m., and 7:30
p.m. Tickets are available in advance for $6.00. Proceeds from the
circus benefit the Rizpah Shrine
Temple activities. For more information contact (502) 753-8474.
A new event at the EXPO this
year is the New Car. Truck and Van
Show sponsored by the Murray
Nev. Car Dealers Association and

VONELA L. BARRETT
Ashlee Cot; two sisters, Mrs.
Mocla Morton Elmore, Muncie,
her twin, and Mrs. Verna Mac
Morton King, Murray; two
brothers, Mason Morton and
Jerry Morton, Murray; several
aunts, uncles, nieces, nephews
and cousins in this arca and
in Muncie.

Farmers can file for relief
Hampton Henton Jr., state
executive director of the Kentucky ASCS office announced
that farmers can file for disaster
benefits with the lkocal ASCS
office if they have suffered crop

the same period a year ago.
Receipts grew by 6.6 percent in
the month of August compared to
the same month a year ago.
In order to meet revenue needs
for the year, the General Fund
must grow by 2.1 percent over
last year.
Individual income tax receipts
have increased by 5.4 percent
over the same period last year.
And receipts from Kentucky's
6-cent sales tax are up 7.3

Ohio, $44.32; Kentucky, $47.14;
Virginia, S57.80; and Maryland,
568.63, Caperton said.

percent.
But the corporate income tax
continues to falter, (town nearly
29 percent compared to last year.
The coal severance tax is about
even with last year.
The Road Fund has enjoyed
strong growth this summer, up by
6.0 percent over the same period
last fiscal year.
Gov. Brereton Jones' administration already announced a
host of actions taken to cut
spending and shift spending to
other sources in order to balance
this year's budget. The current
fiscal year ends June 30, 1994.

losses because of damaging
weather and related conditions in
1993. The sign-up period ends
March 4, 1994.
Producers that have suffered a
total crop loss can complete their
disaster application and receive
payment at this time. Applications for other . 1993 disaster
related crop losses can be filed at
this time, but cannot be finalized
until after the crop is harvested.
Farmers with crop insurance
will be eligible for payment on
losses in excess of 35 percent and
fanners without crop insurance
will be eligible for losses in
excess of 40 percent. Each producer must agree to obtain multiple peril crop insurance for the
succeeding year.
For more information, farmers
can contact the Calloway County
ASCS Office at 753-1781 or visit
the office at 201 S. Johnny
Robertson Rd. between the hours
of 7 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., MondayFriday.
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the Bank of Murray. The fabulous
automotive display will span three
days, Sept. 17-19. Show times are
1-9 p.m. on Friday and Saturday,
and 1-5 p.m. on Sunday afternoon.
The show will feature cars,trucks
and vans from all of Murray's new
car dealerships, and promises to be
one of the largest offerings of new
and used vehicles in the area. Onthe-spot financing will be available
as well as special interest rate
incentives offered exclusively
through the show.
For additional details about the
New Car, Truck and Van Show call
Phil Rhiney at the Bank of Murray.
(502) 753-1893.
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"I think these figures show the
remarkable job our corrections
officials are doing at the lowest
possible cost to the taxpayer,"
Caperton said. "We need to continue to work to keep the crime
rate in West Virginia the lowest
in the nation, which will also
help keep down our prison
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Rizpah Shrine Circus set for Expo

West Virginia prison spending down
CHARLESTON, W.Va. (AP)
West Virginia spends a fraction of the per capita amount surrounding states spend on its prison system, Gov. Gaston Caperton
said Monday.
- milWest Virginia spent S27.8
lion on the Division of Corrections during the 1993 fiscal year,
or about $15.44 per capita, figarcs from the state auditor's
office show.
Pennsylvania spends S41.62
per capita on its prison system;

about buying a piano and she
referred him to Wilson. She acknowledged she and Collins had a
"close personal relationship." as
Compton described it, and was
paid a commission from Wilson
of more than S2,000.
-Jolene Greenwell. former
state curator and director of historic properties. She said the
piano "was never listed as state
property'' on annual audits of the
Executive Mansion.
-University of Louisville
President Donald Swain. He said
Larry Hayes, a university trustee
who had been secretary of Mrs.
Collins' executive cabinet, urged
him to accept her donation of the
piano. Swain said he never knew
it had been paid for by the DU
firm.
Also Monday, the jury was
shown segments of television
interviews in which Collins was
questioned about his firm, Collins
Investments Inc., and his partnerships with people who held state
contracts or appointments.
"I do not put pressure on
them," Collins said in a June 8,
1986, edition of "Your Government" on WLEX-TV in Lexington. "I am the husband of the
governor, but I would ._hope no
one invested $100,000 with me .
to get a contract."

from DU lot, $35,215. Wilson
said he had never before heard of
the firm.
The piano was delivered to the
ballroom of the Executive Mansion in Frankfort and wrapped in
red fabric as a Christmas present
for the governor, Wilson said.
At a dedication recital, he presented the piano and was told to
say it was from "family and
friends," Wilson said. Asked by
Assistant U.S. Attorney John
Compton if he was told "to acknowledge the generous gift of
Donaldson Lufkin & Jenrette,"
Wilson said he was not.
Officers of DU have testified
they paid for the piano as a gift
to the state. But Mrs. Collins
took the piano with her when she
left office in December 1987.
Less than a year later, she
donated it to the University of
Louisville. Wilson said he handled both moves.
Also testifying Monday:
-Claire Vance, a piano player
at a Lexington restaurant. She
said Collins asked her advice

Speaker: colleges need to prove need

Kentucky general fund up in August
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
Kentticky•s General Fund turned
around in August with strong
receipts from individual income
taxes and the sales tax offsetting
continuing, slow performance by
the corporate income tax and the
coal severance levy,
According to figures released
by the Finance Cabinet Monday,
the General Fund has taken in
5535 million in July and August,
an increase of 3.7 percent over

misled the Internal Revenue Service by describing kickbacks as
political contributions.
Mrs. Collins' finance secretary.
Lester "Mac" Thompson, was
the final state authority on contract awards and is the prosecution's main witness.
Collins and Thompson first
discussed using leftover campaign money to pay for the piano,
then having it purchased by the
state, Wilson testified.
Both ideas were rejected. "I
assumed at that point the whole
deal was off, but Bill told me not
to worry about it. They would
still do it. They would get family
and friends to chip in for it,"
Wilson said.
But the Gerthan manufacturer
required a down payment and
installments while the piano was
being made, Wilson said. At Collins' suggestion, he borrowed
nearly S30,000 for the purchase.
When the loan was due in
December 1984, Wilson said, he
was summoned to Collins' business office and glen a check
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